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NEWS

New Foam Product will revolutionise
Decontamination Theory and
Practice in Europe

A FOAM product that will revolutionise
decontamination theory and practice in
Europe is being introduced from the US
by Professional Protection Systems.
Designated EasyDECON™ DF 2000 this
new decontamination solution is capable
of killing or neutralising a broad range of
WMD contaminants. Also because of its
unique chemical structure it can be used
on practically anything from vehicles to
whole buildings. A chemical and biological
decontaminant it also kills mould as well
as eliminating its smell.
EasyDECON™DF200 is particularly
suitable for the decontamination of
structures as it has the unique ability to
adhere to vertical and inverted surfaces
where it creates a foam blanket to
maintain the required contact time
between agent and the decontamination
formulation. It has the added virtue of
being non-corrosive and its use adds no
environmental load to the clean-up
operation. Kill time ranges from a few
minutes to half and hour depending on
agent and environmental conditions.
When used with application equipment
designed by the US Intelagard company
even coverage is achieved thus maximising
contact time and suppressing any reaction
from the agent being treated whilst
decontamination takes place.
Whilst the Intelagard company are
suppliers of EasyDECON™ and equipment
for its application to the American military
and Homeland Security amongst others
PPS have won exclusive rights to the
product in the UK, France, Spain,
Germany, Japan and Italy all of whom are
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

major users of current PPS
decontamination equipment.
The obvious major feature of this new
system being offered by PPS is that it does
not use water. According to Mark
Whitcher, Managing Director of PPS,
water has been at the core of all
decontamination technologies until; now.
“Essentially what water does” he says “is
move contaminant from one place to
another. In small quantities water can be

contained and disposed of. With
something the size of a vehicle you start to
have problems and with a building it
becomes just about impossible to use
successfully. EasyDECON™ is the answer”.
Various systems for the delivery of the
foam are available, from a backpack to a
large scale fixed site decontamination
system.
A relatively small scale deployment
apparatus, a backpack unit named the
Macaw can be used for facilities protection
at nuclear power plants, pharma
companies, petro-chemical facilities and
similar process operations as well as
military installations. It has also developed
a sport side being on hand at most US
Grand Prix events.
The fixed site decontamination system
on the other hand can undertake interior
and exterior building decontamination,
hazmat and fire response, cargo and
infrastructure protection as well as
decontamination at airports, runways,
seaports and roads amongst other types of
infrastructure.
Further information from:
Nicola Pateman
Professional Protections Systems Ltd.
Sherbourne Drive, Tilbrook
Milton Keynes, Bucks, MK7 8HX
Tel: 01908 272240 Fax: 01980 371605
Email: sales@ppsbg.com
Website: www.ppsgb.com

Helmets International Sales Team

HELMET INTEGRATED SYSTEMS LTD (HISL)
continue to develop their international sales,
with an ongoing commitment to visiting their
distributors and customers throughout the
world, introducing and supporting their
extensive product range.
Pictured at a recent Sales Meeting their
experienced sales team are shown back row
from left Andy Anderson, Barry Vincent, Bob
Gaskell, Tony Rutter, Jamie Harper, Paul Corston
and front row from left Stuart Redpath, Colin
Robinson, Steve Skeggs and Jan Korny (Sales &
Marketing Director)

Helmets will be introducing new products to
their fire and rescue helmet range in 2007 and
will be showing their products a number of
major international exhibitions. It may not be
widely known in the international fire market
that HISL are one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of helmets for military and civil
aircrew; an expertise that enables advances in
materials and manufacturing technology, such
as those being used to make the helmet unit for
the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF), to extend out to
their fire and rescue helmet range.
Further details can be obtained on their
website www.helmets.co.uk
More information from:
Bob Gaskell
Business Development Manager
Helmet Integrated Systems Ltd
Tel: + 44 (0)1462 478080
Fax: +44 (0)1462 478010
Mobile: +44 (0) 7766 476819
Please register for access to our new website
Sales and Service Zone www.helmets.co.uk
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Unifire AB and
Rosenbauer
International AG
announced as partners

Angus Fire Selected as
Exclusive Foam Provider

Tokyo Bosai Setsubi Co., Ltd. (TBS) of Japan
announces that it has selected Unifire AB of
Sweden and Rosenbauer International AG of
Austria as partners for its innovative automatic fire
detection and extinguishing CAFS system. The
system, created by TBS, combines a fire detection
system, a redundant central computer command
system, Unifire stainless steel Force series remotecontrolled water/foam monitors, thermal (and
optional optical) cameras mounted on each Force
monitor, and the Rosenbauer Flash CAFS system
for added fire extinguishing effectiveness.

In the event a fire is detected by the fire
detection system, a signal is sent to the systems
controlling computer indicating the fires general
location. The closest monitor (or monitors) then
immediately begins scanning as the thermal
imaging cameras locate and triangulate the exact
position of the fire on an x, y, z coordinate
system. The coordinates of the fire are fed back
to the controlling computer, which then
calculates the best trajectory and accordingly
aims the monitors to cover the fire. The entirely
mechanical Rosenbauer Flash CAFS system then
begins discharging a compressed air foam
solution through the monitors, directly onto the
fire, without any external power supply. The
monitor is preprogrammed to oscillate in a
pattern most effective to cover the entire fire,
and the nozzle is also programmed to effectively
vary its spray pattern seamlessly between jet and
spray. The parameters of the monitors oscillation
and the nozzles spray pattern can be
programmed to vary according to the size and
location of the fire, and are fully adjustable to
meet the customers particular needs.
The system can rapidly extinguish fires and
limits the spray to the specific area where the fire
breaks out. It can deploy fully automatically or, if
desired, either semi-automatically or manually
with the operators prior approval and/or
intervention at any time. The system is designed to
endure very harsh environments, including by use
of the Unifire stainless steel 316 monitors, and it
can be deployed in numerous environments such
as tunnels, underground structures, refuse pits, oil
tanks, parking garages, on the interior and exterior
of buildings and warehouses, airport arrival halls,
and in aircraft hangars, to name just a few.
For more information contact:
Roger Barrett James
Director of International Sales & Marketing
UNIFIRE AB
Tel: +46 303 248 403
Email: roger@unifire.com
6

Left to Right: Andy Hawkes (J&RA Hawkes & Sons), Greg Richardson (Protection
Technical Manager, SembCorp), Martin Hough (Sales Manager, Angus Fire).
ANGUS FIRE announced that it has won a
major contract to supply SembCorp
Utilities UK with Tridol ATF 1x3 fire fighting
foam. Angus Fire is part of UTC Fire &
Security, a unit of United Technologies
Corp. (NYSE:UTX).
Based on Teesside in the North of
England, SembCorp provides emergency
response services to one of the highest
concentrations of chemical plants and
refineries in Europe. With access to the
largest industrial foam stocks in the UK, it
responds quickly and effectively to fires
involving a range of different flammable
liquids.
“This new partnership gives SembCorp
access not only to the latest foam
technology, but also to strong technical
support. The logistics expertise of the
Angus emergency service, which proved so
effective at Buncefield, will also help us to
source additional foam stocks when we
need them urgently,” said Greg
Richardson, SembCorp’s Protection
Technical Manager.
Previously, SembCorp used a foam
product from a different manufacturer. It
had considerable post-fire clean-up costs
due to an environmentally harmful
ingredient called PFOS and has since been
withdrawn from the market.
Angus Fire’s Tridol ATF is a new
generation PFOS-free foam that provides
high fire fighting performance and is a 1x3
grade, which is more efficient to handle at
incidents than 3x6 grade foams.
“SembCorp is leading the way for
emergency response organisations that still
stock PFOS-based foam. By acting in

advance of possible changes in
environmental legislation that may prohibit
its use at emergencies they are positioning
themselves well for the future,” said Martin
Hough, Sales Manager for Angus Fire.
The new foam will be supplied by J&RA
Hawkes & Sons, Angus Fire’s authorised
distributor in the North of England.
Hawkes is also collecting the old stock and
arranging for it to be disposed of by the
required method of high temperature
incineration, and arranging for the new
foam stocks to be tested regularly to
ensure that they remain uncontaminated
and in good working condition.
Angus Fire is the largest foam
manufacturer in the world, producing a
complete range of environmentally
responsible foams at its factory in
Bentham, North Yorkshire. It also
manufactures fire hose and fire equipment
at Bentham, and provides product sales
and customer support from Thame, near
Oxford. Angus Fire is part of UTC Fire &
Security, which provides fire safety and
security solutions to more than one million
customers throughout thez world. UTC
Fire & Security, headquartered in
Connecticut, USA, is a business unit of
United Technologies Corp., which provides
high technology products and services to
the building and aerospace industries
worldwide.
For more information contact:
Jonathan Brittain
Angus Fire
Tel: +44 (0) 1844 265021
Email: jon.brittain@kiddeuk.co.uk
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Scott Eagle Thermal Imaging Cameras
Providing clear
visual images that
make the difference
Scott Health and Safety announce the
launch of the latest range of thermal
imaging cameras including the premier
Eagle Imager® 160 and the compact and
affordable Eagle X™. The lightweight
thermal imaging cameras are extremely
durable and have been developed to meet
the demands of the toughest fire ground
operations, ensuring total reliability and
providing valuable infra-red detection for a
variety of law enforcement, security and
hazmat applications.
Eagle Imager® 160 has proven to be
one of the most effective rugged tools
available in the fight to combat fire. From
search and rescue, to revealing fire
extensions, the Eagle Imager® 160 thermal
imaging camera provides accurate
information with precise image
interpretation to enable the user to quickly
and efficiently assess fireground conditions
and make calculated decisions.
Ergonomically versatile, a user-selectable
handle position allows the camera to be
used whilst standing or crawling or even
hands free operation. The LCD-to-optics
design is intended to help users maintain
their orientation in dark and unfamiliar
surroundings, and the large format
viewing provides for optimal viewing by
one or more.
At the heart of the Eagle Imager® 160
is the most advanced 160 x 120 vanadium
oxide Firecooled™ microbolometer with a
dynamic range of 600°C and a fast 60Hz
update rate to provide for smooth,
seamless images. The thermal imager is
always ready for action with reliable extra
long 3-hour service life batteries, a simple
one way Twist-Change™ battery
replacement, spare battery and truck
mounted charging system.
The Scott Eagle X™ is amongst the

lightest weight hand-held thermal imager
available (1.2kgs.) and is user-friendly
camera designed for heat source
identification. Simple to operate with a
large 9cm viewing screen for maximum
imaging, the Eagle X™ has provided
invaluable fast-attack technology for a
wide variety of first response applications.
The camera features a sure-grip handle to
provide a positive fit into a gloved hand
and may be operated in an upright or side
arm position, or can be inverted to view
under objects.

Further information on the complete range
of Eagle thermal imaging cameras is
available on request or visit
www.scottint.com

New Cutters from TNT Rescue
Systems, Inc.
TNT ANNOUNCES their new line of Auto
Extrication Cutters, the SLC-24 and the
SLC-27. These new cutters are designed
specifically with the new car materials and
designs in mind. Useable cut forces have
been increased and the weight reduced.
These new cutters boast over 118,000 lbs
of USEABLE cut force while weighing in at
less than 36 pounds. Our new advanced
design also allows the tool to open and
close in 22% less time than our standard
cutter, while maintaining the ultimate in
variable control. The SLC-27 blade

SLC-24 cutter
8

The Eagle X design utilises the same
proven technology as the Scott Eagle Imager
160 and offers all the must-have features in
a thermal imaging camera – without
numerous high-end options. Reliable and
cost-effective, the Eagle X combines clear
and crisp thermal imaging technology in a
compact, reliable and affordable camera.

SLC-27 cutter
opening is 7.75” (196.9mm) and the SLC24 opens 5.0” (127mm). Both tools are
well balanced for easy operator use and
offer our standard twist control valve. As
with all TNT products the new cutters are
covered by our comprehensive warranty,
which includes coverage for blades and an
extensive customer service network.
For more information, please contact:
TNT Rescue Systems
Tel: +1 920 474 4101
Fax: +1 920 474 4477
Email: email@tntrescue.com
Website: www.tntrescue.com
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Fire & Rescue
and International
Fire Expo Events
Birmingham will witness the largest ever gathering of fire & rescue service
professionals when the new event, Fire & Rescue takes place alongside the
world-renowned fire protection event International Fire Expo at the NEC from
22-24 May 2007.

R

un on behalf of the Chief Fire Officers
Association (CFOA), The Institution of Fire
Engineers (IFE) and The Fire Protection
Association (FPA), Fire & Rescue 2007 will cater for
the requirements of everyone within the Fire and
Rescue Service, industrial brigades and other
rescue organisations, and will focus on the key
developments in this sector, including changes in
legislation and the impact of modernisation.

Leading Suppliers & Informative Features
As well as appealing to senior fire officers, Fire &
Rescue will provide all those involved in the
operational and procurement aspects of the
fire-fighting industry with a platform from which to
source a variety of products and services and learn
about the latest developments taking place within
the industry. The event will offer a multitude of
innovative attractions in the way of themed
villages, an outdoor demonstration area and
educational seminar theatres. Exhibiting companies
will include leading suppliers, Trelleborg, Lion
Apparel, Bristol Uniforms, Interspiro, Cosalt
Ballyclare and The Fire Service College.
The Emergency Action Zone is where the very
best in fire fighting and rescue equipment and techniques will be put to the test in a spectacular live
display. This outdoor area will allow visitors to witness live demonstrations of the latest products in
the market, many of them never seen before.
In addition the outside area will feature the Fire
Fighting Vehicle Manufacturers Association (FFVMA)
Pavilion which will provide visitors with a chance to
view a range of fire fighting vehicles exhibited by
the market’s leading vehicle manufacturers.

Companies interested in
exhibiting at either exhibition
should contact:
Gerry Dunphy on
+44 (0)20 7921 8063 or
gdunphy@cmpi.biz
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

World-Class Conference
Running alongside the exhibition is the Fire &
Rescue Conference 2007. This high profile conference programme will feature some of the
industries most highly respected authorities and
will be opened by the Rt Hon Ruth Kelly MP.
Keynote addresses will be given by Lord Stevens,
Chair of Strategy Advisory Panel, Interpol and Lord
Bruce-Lockhart, LGA Chairman. Sessions to be

included in the three day programme include:
Designing For Diversity
Chaired by Tony McGuirk, CFO, Merseyside Fire
& Rescue Service
Emergencies and Dealing with Climatic Change
Presented by Paul Hayden, CFO, Hereford &
Worcester Fire & Rescue Service
Managing Fire Storm Tempest and Terror in
the USA
Presented by David R Paulison, Under Secretary,
FEMA, US Department of Homeland Security
Equality & Diversity
Presented by Waqar Azmi – Senior Advisor,
Cabinet Office
US Volunteer Fire Fighters: Case Study
Presented by Philip Stittleburg – Chairman NVFC
Please note that all conference topics and
presenters are subject to change. For further information on the conference including an up-to-date
programme, please visit www.fireandrescue.
com/conference.

Industry Celebration
During the evening of Tuesday 22 May 2007, The
Fire Industry Awards will reward and acknowledge
excellence, innovation and professionalism in fire
safety engineering, product design, and fire and
rescue practice. Presented during a gala dinner at
the Hilton Metropole hotel in Birmingham, The
Fire Industry Awards feature nine categories
designed to reflect the rapid growth and broad
remit of the fire industry.
For further information on the awards including
the entry criteria and table bookings, please visit
www.thefireshows.com.
Co-located with Fire and Rescue is the UK’s
largest fire industry event, International Fire Expo.
Taking place from 21-24 May 2007, International
Fire Expo is an event for those involved in fire
prevention and protection to make the best buying decisions and network with over 170 of the
industry’s leading companies including Apollo Fire
Detectors, C-Tec, Gent by Honeywell, Fulleon, EMS
Radio Fire & Security Systems, Hochiki, Siemens,
Ventcroft, Klaxon and KAC. Both shows are part
of the May Series of events that includes Safety
and Health Expo, The Facilities Show and the
leading global security event, IFSEC.
Entry to both Fire & Rescue and International
Fire Expo is free. Register in advance at www.the
fireshows.com where the latest event information,
IFF
news and seminar timetables are available.
9
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National
Disabled Fire
Association
The idea for creating a national network for disabled fire service
employees came from Duncan White of Somerset Fire & Rescue
Service. In 2002, as a career firefighter of some 15 years, Duncan
discovered that his hearing was deteriorating and was subsequently
diagnosed with a condition called Otosclerosis in addition to Noise
Induced Hearing Loss.

F

earful of the implications of declaring his disability, Duncan did not immediately disclose his
condition to the Fire Authority but set about to
find a possible solution. Working closely with a
local Hearing Aid Specialist and Access to Work he
was able to present a favourable case to the Fire
Authority who fully supported keeping him in an
operational role rather than retire him on health
grounds.
Recalling the isolation and concerns that he
himself had experienced, Duncan resolved to turn

Fire Authorities have a duty to
consider making “reasonable
adjustments” to enable people
to obtain or retain
employment with the fire

Whilst every new case needs to be treated on
an individual basis (there can never be a “one size
fits all” approach) there will be generic issues and
experiences that can be shared between disabled
employees and their employers, through a network. We are currently seeing a number of “firsts”
– the first amputee firefighter; the first retained
firefighter with a heart valve replacement.
A network will enable us to set up a catalogue
of generic risk assessments; look at the type of
“reasonable adjustments” that have and can be
made; provide support to individuals who must
come to terms with their loss of capacity and,
above all, identify the potential of a vast number
of capable, valuable and skilful individuals who
have so much to offer the modern fire and rescue
service.
Some financial assistance has been offered by
the Disability Rights Commission to help establish
a network but sustainable financial backing is
what is needed. Resources (such as dedicated
human resources) to maintain and evolve the net-

and rescue services.
We are currently seeing a

If you feel that you have
something to offer the
network, please contact
either:
Duncan White on
07771 574201
DJWhite@somerset.gov.uk
or Barbara North on
01392 872333
bnorth@devfire.gov.uk
10

his experience towards supporting others within
the Fire Service who may be living with or affected
by disability. With colleagues Barbara North and
Andy Oaker from Devon Fire & Rescue Service, and
supported by Michelle Valentine from the Disability
Rights Commission, the vision of a National network was born.
Whilst the Disability Discrimination Act has been
in operation since 1995, operational firefighters
have only been covered since October 2004.
Despite the excellent red book “Guidance to Fire &
Rescue Service Managers”, produced by the Chief
Fire Officers Association (CFOA) and the Disability
Rights Commission (DRC), there are still many
myths (and some true stories) surrounding the
needs of firefighters who acquire a disability or
potential employees with a disability. Fire Authorities have a duty to consider making “reasonable
adjustments” to enable people to obtain or retain
employment with the fire and rescue services.

number of “firsts” – the first
amputee firefighter; the first
retained firefighter with a
heart valve replacement.
work, including a web site; sign up and buy in
from stakeholders and partners and dedicated
time to put together an appropriate business case.
Duncan & Co currently have very full “day jobs”
and it is just not feasible to incorporate this work
as an add on. Working with partners such as
CFOA, the Department of Communities and Local
Government and the Local Government Association it is hoped that the network can be launched
in 2007 to give much needed advice and support
IFF
to both employees and employers.
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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TFT introduces new remote BIV
with industry’s largest waterway
TFT’s New Remote Controlled Jumbo Ball Intake Valve
Breaks the Friction-Loss Barrier
TASK FORCE TIPS’ new remote controlled Jumbo Ball
Intake Valve (RC BIV) not only sets new standards with the
industry’s largest waterway, but it also breaks the friction
loss barrier, giving up as little as 3 psi @ 2,000 gpm.
“The remote control cuts down on firefighters having
to climb up and down the truck,” said Rod Carringer,
TFT’s vice president for sales & marketing. “While the
increased size allows a better match to your inlet, giving
you a less restricted flow. It’s a win/win design
development that lends itself to top-mount pumps, as well as trucks with larger (gpm) pumps.”
Nearly a year in development, the newest member of TFT’s RC (remote control) group
sailed through prototype field trials. Using the top selling BIV with its 35⁄8 inch waterway as
the industry’s benchmark, mechanical engineers doubled the waterway size, while adding
less than an inch in unit height and 11⁄2 inch in length.
“The 30° elbow swivels 360°, allowing hose connections from any direction with
minimal kinks and coupling stress,” Carringer explained. “It also has TFT’s triple coating
protection, meaning that it’s been powder coated, poly impregnated and hardcoat anodized.
Some think of that as overkill. But that protection is what allows all of our BIV’s to work for
years under extreme conditions.
“And I know that everyone has heard about, read about or bought other electronic
devices that have trouble with corrosion and water impregnation,” Carringer said. “At TFT,
we have a track record of rugged dependability and innovation, as well as a full five-year
warranty. TFT’s design engineering group has gone to great lengths to assure an airtight
seal. That, along with the triple coating, gives us an edge in design, quality, and durability.”
The prewired RC unit is easy to install. “Basically, you hook two wires to your power
supply,” Carringer said. “Two buttons on the control panel operate the valve, and there’s an
LED display to show the position of the valve. Then there’s 10 foot of wire between the BIV
and the control box.”
The unit ships in the “Manual Mode” cycle, where the operator has to press and hold the
button to open or close the BIV. When switched to the “Automatic Mode,” a momentary
press of the button moves the unit into the
For information about adapter rings, the
open or shut position.
For apparatus with smaller (4” and 41⁄2”) BIV, the RC BIV, the Jumbo BIV, or the RC
Jumbo BIV, tel. TFT at (800) 348 2686 or
intake valves, TFT has two adapter rings
visit TFT’s website at www.tft.com
that are featured in its new catalog.
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Unifire Force™ series monitors selected
UNIFIRE AB (www.unifire.com) announces
that Crash Rescue Equipment Services, Inc.
has selected the Unifire Force™ series
monitors for their
aviation and
industrial fire
fighting products.
The first
application has
been on the new
65 ft. (19 meter)
aerial water tower
– Snozzle®. Two
Snozzle models
have been designed: Hydra-Sword for
municipal and industrial fire apparatus and
Model 652 for Aircraft Rescue Fire Fighting
(ARFF) vehicles. These aerial devices are
unique in that they have two monitors, each
operating at different levels. At the tip of
the Snozzle, the Unifire Force50™ flows up
to 500 gpm (1900 lpm) and can be
maneuvered into small openings for interior
fire fighting. The base nozzle, the Unifire
Force80™, flows up to 1500 gpm (5,600
lpm). The stainless steel 316 construction of
the Unifire Force monitors makes them light
weight, highly resistant to corrosion,
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

extremely durable, and ideal for the foam
agent’s discharged through the nozzle.
Also, the unique proportional speed control
of the Force monitor’s movement adds a
new level of precise control for these large
master streams. The program feature of the
Force monitors allows the operator to
record a range of motion as well as spray
pattern and then have the monitor and
nozzle repeat the sequence indefinitely.
This is ideal for protecting exposures.
Unifire also offers its Force monitors with an
optional progressive radio remote control,
allowing the operator to precisely control
the monitors while away from the vehicle.
The Force monitors’ control system utilizes
CANBUS technology, which makes
installation simple, reduces wiring
requirements, and allows for custom
controls not only of the monitor and nozzle,
but also of additional devices.
For more information contact:
Unifire AB
Bultgatan 40 B, 442 40 Kungalv, Sweden
Tel: +46 303 248400
Fax: +46 303 248409
Website: www.unifire.com
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New Speedings
Cylinder Covers
Revolutionary to ensure
Compliance

SPEEDINGS LTD, the UK’s largest manufacturer
of compressed air cylinder covers, has
developed a revolutionary ‘zipped cylinder
cover’ for use with breathing apparatus sets.
Following consultation with fire and rescue
services around the UK, Speedings were tasked
with providing a cover that could be easily
removed, by one person, to allow the cylinder to
be inspected prior to being refilled.
BS EN 1920:2000 Transportable gas cylinders
placed a requirement for all cylinders that were
designed for compressed gases to be inspected
prior to refilling. The requirement is designed to
ensure that the cylinder:
● Has no defects that would render the
cylinder unsafe for filling or continued use
● Complies with the relevant requirements
regarding marking, labeling and colour coding
● Has a complete set of accessories
● Valve function satisfactorily
The standard (non-zipped) Speedings cylinder
cover was designed to be tight fitting to ensure
that there was no unnecessary movement
between cylinder and cover. Whilst ensuring an
extremely tight fit they were not designed to be
taken on and off regularly. The need to take the
cylinder cover off prior to refilling meant the
task of removing the non-zipped cylinder covers
became onerous and time consuming – not to
mention tedious and the fact that the process
required two people to achieve the task as the
covers were that tight fitting.
To ensure that that the process was easily
achievable, the research and development
department at Speedings set about
experimenting with various methods of securing
the cylinder cover onto the cylinder. The solution
was to use a high quality heat resistant zip that
not only provided the high degree of security
required but also ensured that the tight fit
between cylinder and cover was maintained.
Robert Hammal, Production Director at
Speedings said, “We relished the challenge
handed down to us by the UK Fire and Rescue
Services to design and manufacture a cylinder
cover that would meet the needs of the Service
for the next decade and beyond. The new covers
are being used extensively throughout the Service
and we continue to offer the full range of
12

New large Transport
Cases Range by Peli™
COMBINING BIG space with big
convenience, Peli™ Products, a leading
manufacturer of high-impact watertight
Protector™ Cases and professional
torches, is proud to announce the launch
of a range of three Transport Cases: 1630,
1640 and 1690.

sensitive equipment against extreme
conditions, rough handling, dust and water.
You will know it’s a Peli Case by its
distinctive “Dual Band” top surface and the
automatic Gore-TEX® pressure equalization
valve, which stops moisture from entering
the case and prevents vacuum-lock so the
case opens easily at any altitude.

1690 Internal dimensions:
1630 Internal dimensions:
70.3 x 53.3 x 39.4 (cm)
External dimensions:
79.4 x 61.5 x 44.4 (cm)

This new range is perfect for safely
transporting just about anything (including
larger sensitive electronics). Ergonomic
features include two extra-wide, side-grips
for double hand lifting, as well as two
heavy-duty sets of ball-bearing,
polyurethane wheels and an extension
handle for easy transport.
Like all Peli Protector Cases, the Transport
Cases cell-core construction protects

1640 Internal dimensions:
60.2 x 60.9 x 35.3 (cm)
External dimensions:
69.09 x 69.8 x 41.4 (cm)

additional extras that were available on the
traditional covers – it is reassuring to know that
firefighter safety is being further protected by the
ability for them to inspect their cylinders regularly.
The process is now a single person operation.”
The Speedings zipped cylinder covers are
certainly the first choice for Fire and Rescue
Services in the UK and the company will be
demonstrating their complete product range at
FDIC Indianapolis, USA in April and at Fire and

76.2 x 63.5 x 40.7 (cm)
External dimensions:
84.7 x 72.2 x 46.3 (cm)

The 1630, 1640 Great for storing
and 1690
and transporting:
Transport Cases
• Trade Show Booth
also offer stainless
Equipment
steel reinforced
• Tools
padlock protectors
• Computer
for added security
equipment
against cutting and
• Air compressor kits
theft. Lid
• Multiple laptops
organizers, utility
padded divider sets • Audio/Visual
Equipment
and TSA Accepted
•
SCUBA Gear
PeliLock are
• Camping Equipment
available. These
cases are the
perfect solution for transporting sensitive
equipment, for companies handling
warranty returns of large electronics, and
for shipping inside trade show booth
containers.
As with all Peli products, these new
cases are covered under Peli’s
Unconditional Guarantee:
You break it, we replace it . . . forever™
Contact: Marisa Silva
Peli Products, S.A.
Tel: +34 93 467 4999
Email: marisa@peli.com
Website: www.peli.com
Rescue, NEC Birmingham in May. Please drop
onto the stand and compare the covers, it will
soon become obvious that Speedings have got
the future of Cylinder Covers all zipped up!!
For more information:
Tel: +44 (0) 191 523 9933
Fax: +44 (0) 191 523 9955
Email: speedingsltd@btconnect.com
Website: www.speedingsltd.co.uk
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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The Fire Safety
Engineering
College
Unique British Education
The Fire Safety Engineering College is a unique Higher Education Institution in
the Sultanate of Oman founded in 1997. The College is regulated by the
Ministry of Higher Education in Oman and is affiliated with The University of
Central Lancashire, one of the largest universities in the UK, and which has a
history dating back to 1828. This affiliation agreement provides the highest
level of quality assurance in its Higher Education programmes and is reinforced
by compliance with the British Governments’ Quality Assurance Agency.
FSEC Academic
Programs
Diploma of Higher
Education in Fire
Safety Engineering
Leading to –
BSc (Hons) Fire Safety
BSc (Hons) Fire Safety
Management
BEng (Hons) Fire
Engineering
Diploma of Higher
Education in Well
Engineering
Leading to –
B.Eng (Hons)
Mechanical
Engineering
Diploma of Higher
Education in Facilities
Management
Leading to –
BSc (Hons) Facilities
Management

For further information on
courses available, please
contact:
Fire Safety Engineering
College
PO Box 2511
PC 111 Seeb
Sultanate of Oman
Tel: +968 24521256
Fax: +968 24521042
Email: info@fsecoman.com
Website: www.fsecoman.com
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

T

he
Fire
Safety
Engineering
College
provides the following unique academic
programmes:
● Diploma of Higher Education in Well Engineering
● Diploma of Higher Education in Fire Safety
Engineering
● Diploma of Higher Education in Facilities
Management
The College’s Higher Education programmes
attract both young and mature students from
many different countries in the region, and students
on these programmes have the opportunity of
mixing with experienced industry professionals
attending short courses at the College.
The College brings together the best staff,
teaching resources and purpose-built facilities for
fire safety, oil and gas drilling and buildings and
facilities management training and education
within the Gulf region, and offers both higher
education programmes and vocational training for
industry to international standards. The College’s
relationship with industry through its vocational
training activities helps to ensure that the
vocational elements of its higher education
programmes remain relevant and current.
At present the college has 1000 full time Higher
Education students and offers training for 5,000
professionals every year from different industries
and countries. The college offers around 100 short
and mid-duration courses, ranging from basic fire
fighting to command and management.
The College is a voting member in the following
Organisations:
The International Fire Service Accreditation
Congress (IFSAC) USA
The Fire Safety Engineering College is an important member in the Middle East and is a voting
member of both the Certificate (Vocational) and
Degree assemblies. The college is accredited by
IFSAC to deliver NFPA 1001 Firefighter 1 and 2
plus other NFPA programmes.

The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) UK
The College’s aviation courses have been inspected
by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) International
Services Department and continuously monitored
by them.
International Well Control Forum (IWCF) UK
The Fire Safety Engineering College is an associate
member of the IWCF and is an accredited centre
for the provision of Well Control courses, tests and
examinations.
International Association of Drilling
Contractors (IADC) UK
The Fire Safety Engineering College is an associate
member of the IADC.
American Safety & Health Institute
The Fire Safety Engineering College has recently
received official accreditation from the American
Safety and Health Institute as a basic life support
training centre at the awareness and first
responder levels.

FSEC Vocational Course Offerings
The Fire Safety Engineering College offers the following internationally recognized and accredited
courses in its Vocational programme:
■ Aviation Fire-Fighting
■ Fire & Rescue (Aviation & Industrial)
■ Risk & Safety Management
■ Life Support Training
■ Stuck Pipe Prevention
■ IWCF Certification
■ Nebosh
Accredited International General
Certificate in Occupational Safety & Health
■ IOSH Accredited Managing Safely in Construction
■ Construction Safety Management
■ Nebosh Accredited International Diploma in
Occupational Safety & Health Practice
■ IOSH Accredited Managing Safely
■ American Safety & Health Courses (ASHI)
IFF
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Task Force Tips’
New Jumbo BIV
provides big
water relief

TASK FORCE TIPS’ new Jumbo BIV marries the
industry’s largest ball intake valve waterway
with the industry’s toughest coatings,
producing a corrosion resistant valve that
delivers huge water with loss of only 3 psi @
2,000 gpm.
“We can’t keep these jumbo valves on the
shelves,” said TFT’s Vice President of Sales and
Marketing Rod Carringer, pointing to a group
of new Jumbo BIVs being prepared to ship. “I
guess word got out from our field testing,
because people started calling for them even
before our new catalog came out.”
The new Jumbo BIV’s 51⁄2 inch waterway is
the answer to repeated requests for higher
flows from customers who swear by TFT’s top
selling BIV – a unit that features a standard
35⁄8 inch waterway. Although engineers nearly
doubled the standard waterway size, they
added less than an inch in unit height and
11⁄2 inch in length.
“We’ve triple coated the BIV ever since it
was introduced back in 2002,” Carringer said.
“Not only do we rely on our unique polyimpregnation process, but we also hard coat
anodize AND powder coat finish them for
additional protection against harsh
environments. Then we used stainless steel
components on the valve’s wet side, as an
extra layer of protection. If that doesn’t
convince you, remember that the Jumbo BIV’s
backed by TFT’s remarkable five-year product
guarantee.”
The new Jumbo BIV’s 30° elbow swivels
360°, allowing hose connections from any
direction with minimal kinks and coupling
stress. It also has a unique position indicator
that lets the operator know if the valve is
opened, closed or somewhere in between. Its
hand wheel, which can be installed on either
the left or right side, takes a full 71⁄4 turns to
close, meeting NFPA slow-close requirements.
“All of which may sound like overkill. But
that protection from corrosion is what allows
TFT’s BIVs to work under the most extreme
conditions. Because, after all, firefighters work
under extreme conditions every day,”
Carringer said. “This may be a new product,
but it has the same TFT quality that people
worldwide have grown accustomed to buying.
Not to mention our 24 hour service line, which
we’ve had for years, because most firefighters
don’t just work from nine to five.”
For those with 4” or 41⁄2” intake threads on
their pump, TFT has two adapter rings that are
featured in its new catalog.

For information about adapter rings, the BIV, the
RC BIV, the Jumbo BIV, or the RC Jumbo BIV,
phone TFT at (800) 348 – 2686 or visit TFT’s
website at www.tft.com
14

Skum protection for
high risk environments
PROVIDING THE right combination of firefighting agent and delivery
system has led to Tyco Fire & Security’s Skum brand – which is Swedish
for foam – being recognised globally as the industry’s leading provider
of dependable and efficient fire protection solutions for high value,
high risk petrochemical, aviation, marine and power plant applications.
The company designs and manufactures sophisticated foam-based
extinguishing systems and equipment to safeguard installations where
a fire has the potential to have catastrophic economic, environmental
or life-threatening consequences. In addition to developing innovative
foam solutions, such as the Skum HotFoam high-expansion foam
system that is designed for use in enclosed spaces, the company is also at the leading edge when it
comes to foam delivery systems and engineering.
Skum’s sophisticated fixed or mobile delivery systems do away with the need for the massive and
urgent deployment of equipment and firefighting personnel. They also ensure that a fire is responded
to in the shortest possible time, so reducing the potential for the fire to develop into a major incident.
Skum was the first company to supply a semi-subsurface system for storage tank protection and this
and other Skum systems are today in use throughout the world providing around-the-clock protection
for oil, LNG and other flammable liquid storage tanks and bunds.
The company also has an array of fixed foam generators and fixed monitors that can cost effectively
protect storage tanks and associated spill or ground fires. It also manufactures portable monitors and
trailers that can be quickly and easily deployed. These are used extensively
Further details on Skum
by municipal and industrial fire brigades and professional firefighters.
solutions and expertise
The Skum systems are noted for such characteristics as long throw
can be found at
capability and fast knock down. Many incorporate features not readily
found on other systems on the market, such as electric remote control of www.skum.com, or are
monitors rather than the more common reliance on hydraulic power, and obtainable by email on
the use of materials that are more resistant to corrosion, particularly in
info@skum.com, by
marine or harsh industrial environments. Several of the Skum water or
telephone on +31 71
foam monitors, which now span from 500lpm to 25,000lpm, are less
5419415, or by fax on
than half the weight of some competitors’ comparable models.
+31 71 5417330.

Elkhart Brass Opens Enhanced
Testing Center
7500 Square Foot Testing Facility Result
of Product-line and Company Growth
CONTINUING A commitment to providing the safest and
highest quality products in the market, Elkhart Brass is proud
to announce the opening of an expanded, state-of-the-art
test facility in their Elkhart, Indiana headquarters.
“Our new testing facility not only helps ensure we deliver
the best and safest waterflow products, but also allows us to
continue to design, develop and manufacture innovative
solutions and get them to the market faster. The new Unibody Valve is a perfect example of this improved design-tobuild execution process,” stated Don Sjolin, Marketing Director for Elkhart Brass.
The test facility is the first of its kind in the industry and is an expansion of 7500 square feet to the
current test center. The new expansion includes a 2400 square foot testing booth with over 30 yards
of concrete creating a 50 ton backsplash. The center includes a 20,000 gallon holding/re-circulating
tank feeding a CMU 2-stage Waterous Pump.
“R&D is critical for us to continue to be an innovator in waterflow equipment. The new test facility
positions us to keep innovating for years to come,” stated Don Sjolin.
The new test center is live and operational and can be toured during visits to Elkhart Brass’ headquarters.
About Elkhart Brass
Elkhart Brass Mfg. Co., Inc. is a leading manufacturer of firefighting equipment. They have been
owned and operated by the same family since they were founded in 1902. In addition to apparatus
valves, Elkhart Brass manufactures monitors, nozzles, fireground appliances, foam eductors, apparatus fittings, and accessories for many of these components.
Contact details:
Don Sjolin, Elkhart Brass, Inc., P.O. Box 1127 - Elkhart, IN 46515
Tel: (800) 346-0250 ext. 235 Fax: (574) 293-9914
Email: dsjolin@elkhartbrass.com Website: www.elkhartbrass.com
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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ST-389-2003

Merlin_ad.qxd

Taking fireground safety to a new dimension.

PIONEERING SOLUTIONS>>
Detection
PIONEERING SOLUTIONS>>
Personal Protection
Systems Technology
Diving Equipment
PSS Merlin

Services

A fully automatic, electronic breathing apparatus control system, this unique device will allow your
Entry Control Officer to monitor the exact status of up to 12 individual team members simultaneously
from outside the incident. This innovative system provides pneumatic data, personal alarm monitoring
and evacuation signalling - eliminating the calculations and guesswork that can lose vital time in
an emergency.
Draeger Safety UK Limited • Tel: 01670 352 891 • Fax: 01670 356 266 • E-mail: marketing.uk@draeger.com
www.draeger.com
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Improving Health &
Safety of Respiratory
Protection While
Improving Catastrophic
Incident Command:
The Dynamic Equipment Supplier’s Role

By Geoff Williams
QFSM, ChFl,
CIETecRI, MIFireE
President of the
International Emergency
Technical Response
Institute (iETRI),
European, Middle East,
Africa and Australasia Fire
Sales Manager for SCOTT
Health & Safety Ltd.

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

In rising to the challenge of the UK Governments Office of the Deputy Prime
Minister- National Procurement Strategy for the Fire and Rescue Service:
2005-2008 and the subsequent new FiReBuy Ltd structure now established to
drive change within the procurement functions of the British Fire and Rescue
Services’ (FRS). Fire and Rescue Service Equipment suppliers now really need to
appreciate and understand that not only have the ‘goal posts’ moved in their
market but equally they have changed shape and format and will continue to do
so as the new demands of ‘servicing’ the developing twenty first century
responses to disasters evolve.

T

hirty years ago no one could have foreseen
the new threats that emergency responding
agencies would be now facing and having to
respond to in 2006. Planes full of passengers
being purposely flown into buildings. Chemical
and germ warfare being instigated against civilian
populations. One earthquake causing a tsunami
which would cause death and destruction in countries thousands of miles apart and finally bombs
being placed on Underground transportation systems with intent to kill anyone regardless of
colour, race, faith or age.

Within this new threatening environment, new
government legislation was rapidly required to try
and prepare all emergency services to combat and
challenge these new threats to our civilians. The
Civil Contingency Act(s) of England, Wales,
Northern Ireland and Scotland (CAA) has gone a
long way to ensure that all agencies who respond
during a crisis are now correctly organised,
prepared and able to meet whatever human or
natural induced disaster they may encounter.
Within this new framework of the CCA however,
the role of many individual emergency agencies
17
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equipment suppliers, whom they regularly purchase from on a daily basis, have no predefined
role during a major or catastrophic incident. At
first glance, it appears as though the private industry
has no responsibility other than a moral one to
assist their customers in their time of greatest
need. It is also inconceivable to suggest that
governments should try (or have the capability), to
become involved and efficiently enforce and
manage the private sector of emergency service
suppliers during a disaster. It is therefore left to
the responding agencies responsibility to make
arrangements to pre-seek out their best suppliers
to ensure they will be there when they’re most
needed. Again, no responsibility is placed upon
the suppliers within this kind of ‘customer-supplier
partnership’ approach, it is predominantly one
sided and it’s the customer, i.e. the FRS who is left
with all the responsibility to make all the arrangements and pre-planning. The imbalance of these
relationships needs quickly addressing.
Within the new procurement standards, equipment suppliers should be asking themselves “How
can we really help our customers in their difficult
tasks and how can we really become a reliable
supporting player during their times of crisis?’
Now is the prudent time for both sides, i.e. FRS
and their current and potentially new equipment
suppliers to be discussing what practical systems
can be provided to ensure that during a major incident, if required, further equipment and services
will be available from their supplier within certain
agreed timescales and within predefined weights
of response. In simple terms, FRS should be asking
very probing questions of their current and
prospective suppliers before sending out invitations to tender for their business. It is argued
therefore that the national procurement strategy
should include such criterion and be used as
18

leverage towards ensuring equipment suppliers
can and will deliver to the UK FRS during
emergencies.
Thankfully, one leading FRS equipment supplier
has already identified this imbalance of responsibility
and already commenced establishing methods and
protocols to assist their customers during these
events. Draft Memorandums of Understanding
and inclusion within FRS Standard Operational Procedures are now being considered as part of the
new service they will deliver to their customers.
The ‘re-thinking and analysing’ all of their business
relationships and support mechanisms during
national or international disaster incidents is well
underway.
Since the 9/11 (and now the UK Equivalent 7/7),
they have seen a paradigm shift on their business
capabilities to one which must assist their
customers during any crisis. It cannot be over
emphasised that this is no easy task and that many
dangers will be encountered by equipment suppliers during attendance at such incidents. Any
equipment supplier who thinks they can pay ‘lip
service’ in meeting such new specifications in
undertaking these new responsibilities to their
customers will soon be found out. Accurate
training and procedures need to pre-planned and
prepared for before any major event occurs.
The events at the Twin Towers proved how one
major problem at such catastrophic incidents needs
to be effectively managed, i.e. the maintaining of a
safe respiratory environment for the emergency
services to operate in. Rethinking strategies and
tactics for respiratory equipment suppliers’ roles at
catastrophic operations is therefore one excellent
example of the type of functions equipment
suppliers will need to address.
SCOTT Health and Safety Ltd have already
taken these steps and are currently reviewing a
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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IMPROVING HEALTH & SAFETY OF RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

draft discussion document which identifies ‘12 Key
Factors’ of an operational framework in which it is
proposed they should be able to provide to their
customers during an emergency. It is titled:
“The Development of Respiratory Protection for
Improving Catastrophic Incident Command – The
Dynamic Equipment Suppliers Role”This is to be
launched at the Intersec Conference in Dubai in
January 2007.
In this worst case scenario where the environment of a city has been transformed into an
‘urban canyon’ stage, e.g. Ground Zero in New
York. SCOTT Health and Safety as the departments
chosen respiratory protection providers to the Fire
Department of New York learned many lessons
which are now bearing fruition for all Fire and
Rescue Services world wide.
During the events of 9/11, they commenced a
rapid response logistical support operation which
transported extra breathing apparatus sets and
other such types of respiratory protection equipment and services to designated locations at the
incident site.
Subsequently in the aftermath debriefing of the
disaster, lessons were learned between their customer and supplier relationship. As a consequence
of this they have now developed their relationship
and working practises to meet even higher levels
of service provision quality. SCOTT H & S now
manage all FDNY self contained breathing apparatus requirements. On Randal Island at the FDNY
Training Academy they have established the
‘SCOTT Air Service Center’ which now maintains
all the Departments Self Contained Breathing
Apparatus (SCBA) sets, Thermal Image Camera
maintenance and repairs and SCBA radio communications, etc. This out sourcing of these vital
servicing requirements has allowed FDNY to
concentrate and focus their efforts on other vital
operational matters safe in the knowledge that
this specific part of their corporate risk is being
excellently managed and maintained by their
‘true-and equal partners –SCOTT’.
In conclusion, as part of this new approach to
analysing the ‘Real’ needs of a FRS when they are
either considering renewing or transferring their

SCBA contracts. SCOTT Health and Safety Ltd has
raised the bar in what levels of service the emergency services can expect from a SCBA supplier. A
breathing apparatus set is no longer a ‘simple
commodity’ on which purchase will solely be
decided by the lowest common denominator,
namely that of price.
FRS Strategic Management teams will now be
able to make really accurate purchasing decisions
based upon what true quality service levels will be
provided by SCBA equipment suppliers. As one
SCOTT distributor said: “Fire and Rescue Services
now have a real opportunity to reduce or even
totally remove a big part of their corporate risk’.
These new opportunities now being presented
to FRS have to be fully understood by all those
equipment suppliers who are now attempting to
sell their specific products and services.
The Chief Fire and Rescue Service management
teams now have genuine opportunities to vastly
improve and ‘Add Measurable Value’ to their
current performance levels and enter into true and
equal partnerships with their SCBA suppliers.
Today’s risk stakes are too high for any FRS leaders
to now simply buy on lowest price alone. Equipment suppliers who basically think that they will
always close a deal based on them having the
lowest price alone are in for a rude awakening.
‘Equipment suppliers now really need to appreciate and understand that not only have the ‘goal
posts’ moved in their market but equally they have
changed shape and format’ As the old saying
states:
“The bitterness of poor quality remains
long after the sweetness of low price is
forgotten.”
These new quality and service standards established by SCOTT have now been raised to meet
new customer expectation levels – only those
innovative equipment suppliers who can attain
them will survive!
The warnings are therefore clear – with responsibilities comes opportunities but the old ways of
selling will no longer suffice, the customer-supplier
relationship imbalances must be rectified, the new
IFF
challenges must now be met.
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Geoff Williams, QFSM,
ChFl,CIETecRI,MIFireE.
President of the International
Emergency Technical
Response Institute (iETRI),
European, Middle East, Africa
and Australasia Fire Sales
Manager for SCOTT Health &
Safety Ltd.
Technical Board Advisor for
Fire Emergency Training
Network (FETN), Texas, USA.
European Executive Joint
Board Member of the
National Institute of Urban
Search and Rescue, USA.
Technical Consultant for the
Global Crisis Center.Com Ltd
and South Florida University
Joint Rapid Disaster
Reconnaissance Team Project.

High Pressure Solutions made by L&W!
Our breathing air compressors offer you the highest standards in
quality, reliability, robustness and ease of maintenance. The high value
return for your investment combined with low costs of ownership
backed up by a world wide network of service centers allow you to
concentrate on fulﬁlling your mission goals while our equipment is
ﬁlling your SCBA cylinders.
Â Compressors
Â BA ﬁltration and monitoring
Â Storage
Â Filling panels

www.lw-compressors.com
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Lenhardt & Wagner GmbH
Bensheimer Strasse 100
64653 Lorsch / Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 62 51 / 10 74-0
Fax: +49 (0) 62 51 / 10 74-14
eMail: info@lw-compressors.com
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The meeting place for the Fire industry
Fire & Rescue 2007 signals the arrival of the most important firefighting event ever held in the UK. Co-located with International Fire
Expo, the shows will address procurement across the fire fighting, rescue and prevention sectors.

Your involvement is essential if you want to achieve these objectives:

*Based on the ABC audited attendance for IFSEC 2006, Safety & Health Expo and the Facilities Show 2006 and International Fire Expo 2005.

• Meet senior industry figureheads and decision-makers - The free seminar sessions will address topics prevalent to all middlemanagers, whilst the FIRE 2007 Conference will deliver senior level attendance from a worldwide audience who will also be present at
the exhibition.
• Showcase your products and services to an unrivalled international audience, and have the chance to demonstrate them in the
Emergency Action Zone.
• Access to over 50,000* professionals – The co-location with International Fire Expo, IFSEC, Safety & Health Expo and the Facilities
Show gives you access to individuals spanning the entire spectrum of fire fighting and prevention, safety, security and facilities
management industries.

Fire & Rescue 2007 is brought to
you In association with:

internationalfireexpo

themayseries

21-24 MAY 2007 NEC BIRMINGHAM

21/22-24 MAY 2007 NEC BIRMINGHAM

Contact Ana Monteiro on +44 (0) 207 921 8342 to confirm your involvement or visit

www.fireandrescueexpo.com
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Wildland/Urban
Firefighting

By The Bureau of
Land Management

A wildland-urban interface exists where community-defined values, structures,
watersheds, roads and highways, power and gas lines, or other community
resources intermingle with wildland fuels, and may be threatened by wildland
fires. Wildland fires in these areas are often multi-jurisdictional and multi-agency.
This complexity combined with wildland fire, public safety, increased media
attention, political pressures, and other factors, may combine to overwhelm a
normal size-up and decision-making process. The potential exists in areas of
wildland/urban interface for extremely dangerous and complex fire burning
conditions.
Policy
The operational roles of the agencies in the
wildland/urban interface are wildland firefighting,
hazardous fuels reduction, cooperative prevention
and education, and technical assistance. Structural
fire suppression is the responsibility of tribal, state,
or local governments. Federal agencies may assist
with exterior structural protection activities under
formal Fire Protection Agreements that specify the
mutual responsibilities of the partners, including
funding.

protection. A local fire department with
responsibility for structure and vehicle fire
protection may provide this training.
– BLM employees, in interagency dispatch centers,
should not provide dispatch services for
cooperating agencies with structure fire, vehicle
fire, or emergency medical responsibility, unless
(1) a current interagency agreement is in effect,
(2) BLM personnel have been trained in local

Protection Agreements and Planning
Managers must incorporate wildland/urban interface considerations into all agreements, operating
plans, and land and fire management plans, to
ensure that all interface areas are covered and
state and local responsibilities are apportioned
appropriately.

as agents of that agency and

BLM
– Bureau of Land Management (BLM) resources
will not be planned, nor dispatched, as a normal
response for structure or vehicle fires, except in
those cases where these fires pose a significant
threat to BLM administered lands. In these situa-

No BLM employee will respond to
a structure or vehicle fire prior
to receiving required training in
hazard awareness and unique
safety considerations
associated with structure
and vehicle protection.
tions, resources should only be used in wildland
protection. Actions will be limited to the exterior
of the structure or vehicle unless there is an
immediate threat to human life.
– No BLM employee will respond to a structure or
vehicle fire prior to receiving required training in
hazard awareness and unique safety considerations associated with structure and vehicle
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

BLM employees will be acting
will only communicate
information contained in that
agency’s dispatch plan or as
directed by an official from
that agency.
emergency dispatch procedures, and (3) the
BLM employee has a delegation of authority for
those activities outside the normal scope of the
BLM. In these instances, BLM employees will be
acting as agents of that agency and will only
communicate information contained in that
agency’s dispatch plan or as directed by an
official from that agency.
– The minimum hose diameter for vehicle fires is
1.5 inches when using foam in wildland/urban
interface and vehicle fire situations.
FWS
– Structural firefighting is not our functional
responsibility. We should only perform assistance in structure protection on an emergency
basis to save lives. Our fire personnel may assist
in protecting wildlands around structures or protecting the structure’s exterior from approaching
fire when we can accomplish such action safely.
We will make our fire personnel aware of safety
hazards associated with suppression activities
around structures and transportation systems.
– Do not knowingly place employees in a position
where exposure to noxious gases or chemicals
21
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or other situations require the use of selfcontained breathing apparatus.
– Cooperative agreements will not commit our
personnel to structural fire suppression.

●
●
●

NPS
The NPS has structural fire suppression authority
and responsibilities on lands it administers. Only
personnel with proper training and equipment will
be assigned interior structure suppression duties,
per DO-58. NPS wildland firefighters without the
required structural training, PPE, and equipment
are limited to exterior or exposure protection of
buildings in wildland fire situations.
NPS – Vehicle Fire Response Requirements for
Wildland Firefighters
Vehicle fires including single-passenger vehicles are
common types of fires encountered by firefighters.
These fires contain a high level of toxic emissions

If firefighters are directed,
dispatched, (including selfdispatching) to structural fires,
including vehicle fires, they
must be provided with the
required personal protective
equipment, firefighting
equipment and training.
and must be treated with the same care that
structural fires are treated. Firefighters must be in
full structural fire personal protective clothing
including self-contained breathing apparatus.
Situations exist during the incipient phase of a
vehicle fire where the fire can be quickly
suppressed with the discharge of a handheld fire
extinguisher. Discharging a handheld fire extinguisher during this phase of the fire will normally
be considered an appropriate action. If the fire has
gone beyond the incipient stage, employees are to
protect the scene and request the appropriate
suppression resources.
If firefighters are directed, dispatched, (including self-dispatching) to structural fires, including
vehicle fires, they must be provided with the
required personal protective equipment, firefighting
equipment and training. In order to protect the
health and safety of National Park Service personnel, no employee shall be directed, dispatched,
(including self-dispatching) to the suppression of
vehicle fires unless they meet or exceed the
following standards and regulations. The use of
personal protective equipment and self-contained
breathing apparatus are governed by adherence
with the following Director’s Orders, standards and
regulations:
● Directors Order #58, Structural Fire
● NFPA 472 (1997) – Standard on Professional
Competence of Responders to Hazardous
Materials Incidents
● NFPA 1001 (1997) – Standard for Firefighter
Professional Qualifications
● NFPA 1971 (2000) – Standard on Fire Protective
Ensemble for Structural Fire Fighting
22

NFPA 1404 (1996) – Fire Department SelfContained Breathing Apparatus Program
NFPA 1500 (1997) – Fire Department Occupational Safety and Health Program
29 CFR 1910 & 1926 (Respiratory Protection
Final Rule) and OSAH 29 CFR 1910.134
(Respiratory Protection)

Training. Firefighters being dispatched to
suppression of vehicle fires require:
● Compliance with OSHA 29 CFR 1910.134 (This
information is taught in Unit 5 of the structural
fire training course and will require
approximately 3 hours).
● Compliance with NFPA 1971 Standard on
Protective Ensemble for Structural Fire Fighting
(This information is taught in Unit 4 of the
structural fire training course and will require
approximately 1 hour).
● Documented instruction by a certified fire
instructor on the strategy, tactics and safety
requirements in suppression activities related to
vehicle fire suppression. This training does not
include rescue and extrication. (This information is taught in Unit 19 of the structural fire
training course and will require approximately
3 hours).
Funding of the training required to suppress
vehicle fires should be provided by the benefiting
accounts.
Medical examinations. Medical Requirements
for Fire Fighters (NFPA 1582). Medical requirements include respiratory testing and some other
components not included in the wildland fire
medical examination.
Physical fitness. Same as National Park Service
wildland fire requirements for arduous duty.
USFS
FSM-5137 – Structure Fires. Structure fire
protection activities include suppression of wildfires that are threatening improvements. Exterior
structure protection measures include actions such

The Forest Service may
assist state and local fire
departments in exterior
structure fire protection
when requested under
terms of an approved
cooperative agreement.
as foam or water application to exterior surfaces
of buildings and surrounding fuels, fuel removal,
and burning out around buildings.
FSM-5137.1 – Structure Fire Protection From
Advancing Wildfires. The Forest Service’s primary
responsibility is to suppress wildfire before it
reaches structures. The Forest Service may assist
state and local fire departments in exterior
structure fire protection when requested under
terms of an approved cooperative agreement.
FSM-5137.2 – Structure Fire Suppression.
Structure fire suppression, which includes exterior
and interior actions on burning structures, is the
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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T H E N E W ‘ 2 - I N -1’ C R O M W E L L H E L M E T
ADAPTABLE PROTECTION FOR EVERY EMERGENCY
●

●

●

Unique 2-in-1 helmet system meets all
your operational needs – FR2 Level 2
Building Entry Fire Fighting and
ER1 (Level 1 Emergency & Rescue)

ER1 helmet fitted with internal
goggle suitable for paramedics, civil
defence and medical personnel
●

Outer FR2 fire fighters helmet and
face shield fits easily over ER1
helmet in seconds

Helmets easily adapt to
different head shapes and
sizes and comply fully with
European standards

Helmet Integrated Systems Ltd.
Commerce Road, Stranraer,
DG9 7DX, Scotland
Tel: +44 (0) 1776 704421
Fax: +44 (0) 1776 706342
E-mail: sales@helmets.co.uk
Web: www.helmets.co.uk

HELMET
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

www.helmetsystems.com

SPEEDINGS LTD
Manufacturers of Kevlar Lined Sharp End Protection,
Vehicle Airbag Protection Systems and
CE Approved Hi-Conspicuity Clothing.

F R 2 - E R1
Our comprehensive product range includes:• BA Cylinder Covers
• Personal Lines & Pouches
• PPE Bags
• General Kit Bags

• GP and Rescue Lines
• Line Bags
• Banners and Flags
• Incident Command
Systems
- Bespoke items our speciality –

Please call Joe Hammal to discuss your requirements.
You will be assured of our best attention at all times.
Tel: +44(0)191 523 9933
Fax: +44(0)191 523 9955
Web: www.speedingsltd.co.uk
E-Mail: speedingsltd@btconnect.com
AN ISO 9001 Registered Company
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responsibility of state, tribal, or local fire departments. Forest Service officials shall avoid giving the
appearance that the agency is prepared to serve as
a structure fire suppression organization. Forest
Service employees shall limit fire suppression
actions to exterior structure protection measures
as described in Section 5137.
FSM-5137.3 – Structure Fire Protection and
Suppression for Forest
Service Facilities. At those Forest Service administrative sites, outside the jurisdiction of state and
local fire departments, limit fire protection
measures to prevention, use of fire extinguishers
on incipient stage fires (FSH 6709.11, Sec. 6-4c),
safe evacuation of personnel, containment by
exterior attack, and protection of exposed
improvements. At Forest Service administrative
sites located within the jurisdiction of state and
local structural fire departments, structure fire
suppression responsibility must be coordinated
with state and local fire departments.
FSM-5137.4 – Vehicle and Dump Fires. Do not
undertake direct attack on vehicle or dump fires
on National Forest System lands unless such action
is absolutely necessary to protect life or prevent
the spread of fire to the wildlands. For additional
fire service and homeowner information regarding
wildland/urban fire refer to FIREWISE.ORG on the
Internet.

Respiratory Protection
Any use of respiratory protection (e.g., dust masks,
half-mask respirators, self-contained breathing
apparatus-SCBA, etc.) must be in compliance with
agency safety and health regulations (BLM 1112-2)
and OSHA’s Respiratory Protection Standard (29
CFR 1910.134).
BLM – Only employees trained and qualified to
use SCBAs and permanently assigned to states
with an approved SCBA Program are authorized to

Only employees trained and
qualified to use SCBAs and
permanently assigned to states
with an approved SCBA
Program are authorized
to use SCBAs.
use SCBAs. When these employees are operating
outside their state, the host State Director must
authorize the use of SCBAs.
USFS – FSM-5135.3 – Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus. Wildland firefighters may deploy
only an open-circuit, self-contained breathing
apparatus (SCBA) of the positive pressure type
when smoke from vehicle, dump, structure, or
other non-wildland fuel fire cannot be avoided
while meeting wildland fire suppression objectives
(29 CFR 1910.134, Respiratory Protection). If such
an apparatus is not available, avoid exposure to
smoke from these sources. The acquisition, training, proper use, employee health surveillance
programs, inspection, storage, and maintenance
of an SCBA must comply with the national Fire
Protection Association Standard, NFPA-1981 and
29 CFR 1910.134I, and be justified by a Job
24

Hazard Analysis. Where an SCBA is approved, it
may be carried only on a fire engine and its use
must be consistent with FSM 5130.2 and FSM
5130.3.

Wildland/Urban Interface Watch Outs
Checklists are provided in Appendices and the
Incident Response Pocket Guide for safe and
efficient responses and operations. The primary
considerations are firefighter safety and public
safety.
Appendix W: Wildland Urban Interface
Appendix X: Structure Triage
Appendix Y: Structure Go/No-Go Reference
Appendix Z: HazMat IC Checklist
Hazardous Materials
Hazardous Materials Response Requirements
For Wildland Firefighter
All emergency service personnel are required to be
trained in hazardous materials response. There are

First responders at the
awareness level are those
persons who, in the course of
their normal duties, could be
the first on the scene of an
emergency involving
hazardous materials.
several levels of hazardous materials training
including “first responder awareness,” “first
responder operations,” and “technical.” This
section addresses the “first responder awareness”
and “first responder operations” level only. First
responder awareness and first responder operations levels shall receive training to meet applicable United States Department of Transportation
(DOT), United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), NFPA 472 Standard on
Professional Competence of Responders to
Hazardous Materials Incidents, and other appropriate state, local, or provincial occupational health
and safety regulatory requirements. This training
is offered in many locations and requires
approximately 8 hours.
First responders at the awareness level are those
persons who, in the course of their normal duties,
could be the first on the scene of an emergency
involving hazardous materials. First responders at
the awareness level are expected to recognize the
presence of hazardous materials, protect themselves, call for trained personnel, and secure the
area. First responders at the operational level are
those persons who respond to releases or potential releases of hazardous materials as part of the
initial response to the incident for the purpose of
protecting nearby persons, the environment, or
property from the effects of the release. First
responders at the operational level are expected to
respond in a defensive fashion to control the
release from a safe distance and keep it from
spreading. Training for the operational level
IFF
requires approximately 24 hours.
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MARINE FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT
TACTICAL THERMAL IMAGING

The Ultimate All-in-1 Helmet
The unique ergonomic design of the SOLOtic combines helmet,
face mask, neck skirt, air supply and communications systems,
to enable “hands free” operation. Integrated thermal imaging
camera with Virtual Reality Viewing Optics.

Specification:
• SOLOtic is approved and in use in various applications worldwide.
• Padded ear protectors provide additional insulation to enhance radio
communication and absorb side impacts.
• Image is picked up through centrally mounted camera.
• Thermal image is displayed to the wearer through augmented
viewing lenses.

SOLOtic

• Glass fibre/kevlar shell bonded with Class 1 fire retardant resin, Class 1
gelcoat. Will withstand flashover of over 10000C for 10 seconds.
• Suitable for use with all known breathing apparatus sets.

Thermal Imaging Sensor
The SOLOvision Hand Held is a state of the art thermal imaging
camera with Virtual Reality Viewing Optics. The lightweight
and unique ergonomic design enables both “hands free” or
“traditional hand held” operation.

SOLOvison

Specification:
• Wireless transmission.
• Can withstand flashover of 10000C.
• Raytheon micro bolometer sensor.
• 4 hours operating time with 6xAA fully charged NiMh batteries.
• Can be used in Industrial Fires, Forest Fires, Search &
Rescue and Underground Rescue.
• Optional colour display and temperature gauge.

Thermal images viewed through SOLOtic & SOLOvision

USED
ON-BOARD BY:

• Tic sales
United Kingdom • Tel: 01609 881 855 • Fax: 01609 881 103
email: sales@gbsolo.co.uk • web: www.gbsolo.co.uk
GB SOLO LTD

34753 GBS Marine A4 Lft ok.indd 1
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The Black Box
Principle and
Approach for
Missing
Firefighters
By Geoff Williams
QFSM, ChFl,
CIETecRI, MIFireE

The current system and procedures for rescuing firefighters who are deemed to
be reported missing within a fire or other dangerous non-fire environment vary
significantly internationally.

T

he UK approach is to have a self contained
safety team nominated to wait outside and to
quickly respond if an emergency occurs. This
is commonly referred to as the ‘BA Safety Team’.
Usually, they will have a resuscitator and other
equipment established in a designated holding
area where any victim who is rescued by them will
immediately be carried to. This is usually near to
the entrance to the building or area that is
affected by the emergency.
In the USA, more importance is now being

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

placed on having a similar designated team for
rescuing their colleagues and this is generally titled
a ‘Rapid Intervention Team’ or as it is more
commonly referred to as the ‘RIT Team’. Again, a
similar pattern emerges, i.e. an area is usually
commandeered and utilized for the team to set up
their recovery essentials, e.g. Resuscitation equipment, Trauma pack, RIT Packs, etc.
Up until now the general communication link
between outside and inside the incident has
simply been radio communication. If any team
27
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experiences some form of trouble (or an individual
member within a team faces personal difficulties),
the usual practise is for a radio message to be sent
to the accountability officer requesting immediate
assistance. This is when the ‘Safety (RIT) Team are
rapidly deployed to seek and find their troubled
colleagues.
In reality this is generally acceptable except for
the occasion where a team (or individual) becomes
unable to call for assistance due to them being
incapacitated, e.g. a beam collapse striking them
and knocking them unconscious.

Countering the ‘incapacity mode’
To counter this ‘incapacity’ mode, all personal alert
systems (PASS)/ distress signal unit (DSU), automatically sound an audible warning device when
the BA wearer has not moved for a limited time
period. This hopefully raises the alarm that
someone is in distress and other BA teams working within the location will attempt to find their
stricken colleagues. Equally, once Officers are
alerted outside the building/area, etc. The Safety
RIT Team will also rapidly set out to find the
location of the distressed BA wearers.
The need for new ways of reasoning, imagining, training and planning, to advance the
Emergency Services preparedness for today’s
challenges and those of the future no longer has
to solely rely on the chance of someone hearing a
firefighters audible personal alarm system being
activated. Equally, the need for Breathing Apparatus fire Instructors to improve their techniques
and understanding of what actually helps their
firefighters when wearing BA is an essential part
of this equation. Firstly, the SCOTT BA Vision 3
Facemask is a typical example where an item of
equipment has been manufactured to the highest
recognised European standard and uniquely
designed to allow full Firefighter vision of 320
degrees. Many Instructors are unaware that this
28

specific face mask can actually help reduce the
onset of claustrophobia on their Firefighters by
providing a more ‘open’ vision environment which
reduces the feeling of the enclosed, restricted
feeling that traditional masks can produce. This
restricted feeling can assist in triggering a
‘Claustrophobia’ attack and causing incalculable
detrimental affects to their safety.

Is this the Black Box Principle and
Approach we’ve been striving for?
Technological advancements have now been
developed to prepare firefighters with what I term
the ‘Black box’ principle – in essence a new
approach to finding fallen firefighters. The analogy
is simple: at last we have systems that protect
firefighters, systems that when combined can
locate missing firefighters, monitor their BA’s vital
status when things are going to plan and also
when they do not. This is indeed very similar
technology to that which enables a ‘Black box’
system to monitor aircraft during take off, in-flight
and landing and to find this device when on the
rare occasion things go wrong.
Although not all items are located within ‘one
box’, they are available to be positioned on the
firefighters body without causing too much weight
to be borne, a form of ‘tool-set’ approach.
To achieve this full ‘Black box’ analogy, new
primary safety aids are now available to ‘tool up’
the twenty first century firefighters.
Overcoming poor BA Communications
Firstly, when one considers that one of the biggest
problems firefighters face is inadequate communications between ‘inside and outside’ the incident
with their speech being distorted by their BA
masks. Communication systems such as the
SCOTT Sabrecom, Envoy and Easy Com address
this issue by providing an interface between the
face mask and the radio to provide clear speech
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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transmission. They incorporate highly flame resistant materials, provide intrinsically safe operation
and a hands free ‘push to talk’. With these types
of products, this initial “communication issue” has
therefore been dramatically reduced and one
could argue actually ‘removed’.
Secondly, new ‘Telemetry’ systems that are now
available from leading respiratory protection
suppliers are increasing the monitoring of firefighter
performance. One example of this system is the
Scott Integrated Radio Information System commonly referred to as the IRIS. This is a fire ground
monitoring system that provides digital information alongside a failsafe pneumatic gauge;
constantly providing accurate information on
cylinder air reserves and time to whistle. This
Personal Alert Safety System/Distress Signal Unit
PASS/DSU when combined with an optional
telemetry module, allows vital information including man down activation to be sent to the control
(accountability) officer in real time, outside the
danger area so that he/she can monitor these
important aspects of safety. Here the time to low
air warning whistle and temperature are displayed
and all data is automatically being logged in the
system for after event analysis.

of a Pager (weight 0.226kg) and the latter being
similar in size to a small Thermal Image camera,
(weight approx 0.997kg).
The Pak-Tracker Locator is a distress alarm
system designed to locate individuals at a distance
of greater than 300 metres line of sight when they
are unable to safely leave immediately dangerous
to life and death environments. Unlike previous
ultrasonic or infrared-based tracking systems locating systems, whose signal can be scattered or
blocked, Scott’s system works on the principle of
2.4 GHz RF signal. These are high frequency radio
waves that effectively penetrate dense smoke and
structural barriers like walls and floors.
Alarm Activation of the transmitter can be
achieved in two ways, namely: Self activation by
manually pressing the alarm activation buttons –
or if a firefighter is incapacitated for any reason
– an automatic alarm transmission commences if
no movement is recognised within 30 seconds.
N.B. This time lapse period can be adjusted to
whatever the Fire and Rescue Service demands as
most suitable for their specific risk situations.

As a rescue team gets closer to
the fallen firefighter the hand

Developing good communications and
telemetry as the norm
With the introduction of these two systems alone,
firefighter safety is radically enhanced, and how
long should we wait before good communications
and telemetry are simply the ‘norm’ for all
firefighters? However when seeking out a fallen
firefighter the sense of ‘hearing’ is still the main
key to finding that person.
All experienced firefighters know that during a
large fire the noises from live machinery, creaking
walls and floors, activated fire alarms, pumping
sprinklers, the actual roar from the fire and all the
nozzle/jet operations all seriously impede their
capability to hear clearly. Combine this with the
necessity for protective flash hoods and full head
protection helmets the dilemma soon becomes
apparent, namely the ability to hear the sound of
colleagues alarming PASS/DSU can be severely
reduced. This has been one of the biggest
challenges for fire equipment suppliers and has
always been a major cause for concern until now.

The hand held receiver incorporates both visual
and audible signals to guide a searcher to the
downed firefighter. A large LCD visually displays
active transmissions (denoted by a specific ID
number per transmitter) or the specific transmission signal of the downed firefighter being
searched. A bright LED display indicates the signal
strength of the transmitter being located, while
high intensity graphical bars incrementally
illuminate when signal strength is greater than 50.
An additional LED indicates a low battery
condition. As a rescue team gets closer to the
fallen firefighter the hand held receiver increases
its audible tone to indicate they are fast approaching the victim.

No longer solely relying on sound –
locating by High Frequency signal
A revolution in locating firefighters in distress no
longer has to solely rely upon sound. SCOTT has
designed a firefighter locator titled: The Pak
Tracker which will be launched in the autumn of
2006. N.B. the title ‘Pak’ refers to their BA sets,
namely the Pro-Pak and Air-Pak ® Fifty™.
This unique tool is available as either an integral
device fitted directly into the SCOTT SCBA set
back plate (Air-Pak only at present, Pro-Pak to
follow) or as a ‘Stand Alone’ device which can be
used by anyone wearing any form of manufacturers
SCBA set, or for people who are not needing to
wear BA but need some form of locating device
for extra safety while working in potentially
dangerous environments. e.g. USAR Teams,
Watching Duty teams, et al.
It consists of two components; one that is a
personal transmitter and the other which is a hand
held receiver. The former being similar to the size

Conclusion
In conclusion, technology is now where the
World’s Fire and Rescue Services need it to be, i.e.
striving to make the tasks safer for their firefighters
working in highly dangerous environments.
First line responders need to be constantly
telling fire market equipment producers what tools
they need to do their job more effectively,
efficiently and more safely. There is no room for
complacency. They must never let up in this quest
to help manufacturers improve their products.
Good producers such as SCOTT will be more than
keen to listen.
The new threats and battles that our front line
emergency services are being expected to fight are
increasing all the time therefore we need to
provide them with maximum protection. Cuttingedge technology is now available to help in that
task and we now need to ensure that we get
these new ‘weapons’ to our front line troops as
IFF
quickly as possible!
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held receiver increases its
audible tone to indicate they
are fast approaching the victim.

Geoff Williams, QFSM, ChFl,
CIETecRI, MIFireE
President of the International
Emergency Technical
Response Institute (iETRI),
Fire Sales Manager for SCOTT
Health & Safety Ltd, Europe,
Middle East, Africa and
Australasia.
Technical Board Advisor for
Fire Emergency Training
Network (FETN), Texas, USA.
European Executive Joint
Board Member of the
National Institute of Urban
Search and Rescue, USA.
Technical Consultant for the
Global Crisis Center.Com Ltd
and South Florida University
Joint Project Rapid Disaster
Reconnaissance Team
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Long-lasting
resistance of the
clothing to the different
types of conditions is
required. Pic courtesy
West Yorkshire Fire
Service

Innovations in
the Firefighter
World
By Christophe
Didelot

Clothing has always been fundamental to increased protection for firefighters
against heat and flames, as well as improving comfort levels when working in
difficult conditions.

I

nnovation today means that clothing is made up
of new materials, combining heat and fire protection together with comfort, breathability and
protection against heat stress.
Stricter regulations regarding fire safety and
changes in market requirements have resulted in
the development of new high-tech protective
fabrics combining several key properties.
Firefighters’ turnout gear fulfils several requirements.
● It is the first protection barrier when facing a
fire.
● The multi-layer ensemble must have a high and
long-lasting resistance to the different types of
conditions (abrasion, chemical and heat) it
might encounter, in order to maintain protection on the job.
● Comfort is not only a question of well being for
the firefighter, it can be a matter of life and
death. Protective garments must also allow the
wearer to fulfil their role in a fire.
● Firefighters have to perform their job in public,
so aesthetics also have to be taken into

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

account. Durability of the clothing is ensured
thanks to the ease of care, colourfastness and
no pilling.
Designing clothing that meets these requirements is challenging because the necessary qualities can appear contradictory, such as comfort and
protection. It is only by a good understanding of
the major parameters and by maintaining a good
dialogue with users that products can be improved
continuously and the best balance can be
achieved. All of the studies conducted by KERMEL
and the feedback from users have allowed us to
develop new products with our partners in the textile industry that meet the EN 469 standard as well
as all the quality criteria that are important to
firefighters.

To go beyond the EN 469 standard
The EN 469 standard describes the limits of
protection of Personal Protective Equipment, and
indicates the minimum performance level to be
reached.
That leaves a wide door open for innovative
31
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solutions that will meet and exceed those
standards.
But the EN 469 standard does not take into
account the suite of clothing, it only defines the
performance for structural clothing. It would be
more appropriate to certify all of the fabrics worn
by a firefighter, i.e. his intervention jacket,
overtrousers, as well as station wear and
underwear.
Considering this overall concept, future innovation should focus on heat stress, moisture
management and lightweight clothing.
In order to achieve these goals, it is necessary
to reduce the weight of the external layer of
the turnout gear, as well as that of the thermal
barrier.
Always at the forefront of innovation, KERMEL
has set its sights firmly on the future and with a
major research and development drive, which has
already led to the filing of a large number of new
patents. KERMEL has prerequisite criteria when
defining new textile solutions: protection, the
integrity of the complex, comfort and appearance,
to achieve the best balance.
Wide choices of outer fabrics meet the everincreasing requirements in terms of protection,
durability and comfort. But there are four key
areas of development.

1. Full textile concepts adapted to the
needs of the wearer
KERMEL has also worked on new technical textile
solutions where the certification is made on all of
the firefighter’s clothing and not only just on the
structural firefighting kit.
Thermal protection tests are undertaken on the
minimum equipment worn by firefighters, as in
Italy; where each firefighter has at least one under
garment (poloshirt or shirt), and one item of
station wear (summer or winter).
Protection and comfort requirements vary from
one situation to the next, so the solution is to
develop equipment that is adapted to the
environment, the climatic and working conditions
in different countries.
That is why Kermel® fibre comes in a complete
range of fabrics to meet every demand and every
standard.
The same priorities apply to air permeability
moisture management
Air permeability moisture management is
essential for long term work in hot and moist
atmosphere, i.e. working conditions of firefighters
when combating fire in closed spaces.
In these situations, garments with a low weight,
high breathability together with a high level of
thermal protection are essential to do the job
properly.
That is why KERMEL has developed thin, light
assemblies using a selection of high performance
layers that limit the “wearer heat”, providing
increased comfort.
Due to its intrinsic softness, Kermel® fibre
allows the manufacture of different high-quality
fire-resistant knits that contribute efficiently to
improved protection against thermal hazards while
providing wearer comfort and easy maintenance
for the user.
Kermel® is certified Oeko-Tex Standard 100, an
advantage when a very wide range of knits is
worn in direct contact with skin.
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2. Lightweight garments
For more than 10 years, KERMEL has been providing firefighters with Kermel HTA® solutions with
assembly weights of approx. 550 g/sm meeting
standards, when the average of other assembly
ranges from 620 to 650 g/sm.
Its lightweight solutions guarantee flame and
heat protection, high breathability as well as high
levels of comfort.
The fabric acts as a true shield against flames
and radiation, is extremely thermostable and very
strong.
Kermel HTA® fabrics are well known and recognized by many firemen throughout the world.
They remains the most resistant fabric on the
market, thanks to the different layers made ouf of
the same fibre with a three-dimensional thickness.
3. Strong outer fabrics
The latest addition to the wide range of outer
shells for turnout gear is Kermel H66, developed
by the KERMEL Research and Development centre.
Reinforced by a special filament yarn, the fabric
has incredible mechanical properties, whilst also
being resistant to UV ageing and degradation.
Extended testing on Kermel H66 fabric shows
less than 15% tensile loss after 100 hours of
Xenon exposure where in general, other fabrics
with para-aramid blends lose from 40 to 50% of
their tenacity.
As is always the case with spun dyed Kermel®
fibres, colour fastness is extremely good, typically
between 5 and 6.
Kermel H66 fabrics provide a highly technical
level of performance, combined with a competitive price, unique appearance and effective
durability.
Test results are much higher than the levels
defined by the EN 469 standard, especially in
terms of tear strength and puncture resistance.
Kermel H66 is the unique product weighing
220 g/sm and reaching such a high level of
mechanical performance.
4. Inclusion of a thermal barrier
The outer fabric, the membrane carrier, the
thermal barrier and the lining are part of a multilayer assembly.
KERMEL has already proposed several fabrics
including the thermal barrier in the outershell of
the fire suit, an innovation within the textile habits
where it is of common use to lighten the external
layer.
KERMEL is committed to a continuous programme of development on a new range of
solutions with the same weight and a better
protection, or with the same protection and a
lighter complex weight of 10 to 15%.
This is an innovative concept, because thermal
barriers are generally heavier than the solutions
proposed by KERMEL.
In the future, weaving technology will continue
to improve with a three-dimensional structure that
includes “layer of air” and a blend of fibres bringing advantages in terms of comfort and resistance.
KERMEL has also developed a single layer
garment system for use in fighting wildland and
forest fires.
As with all our solutions for protective clothing
for firefighters, it combines protection with
IFF
comfort to the wearer.
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Thermal imaging just got hotter

The argus®4
Want to know why e2v’s argus®4 is the hottest thermal
imaging camera on the market? At a reduced weight of
only 1.5kg and the ability to adapt the camera to suit
individual requirements, this camera brings together
practical usability without compromising comfort, safety
and durability.
> Light, small and robust
> Up to 100 image capture capability
> Personalised screen options
> Full colour display
> Digital electronics
> x2 zoom

argus®4 The heavy duty lightweight
+44 (0)1245 453443
www.argusdirect.com
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Confined space
rescue . . .
By Paul Gunnels

Imagine . . . for a minute that you hear a tone-out for a confined space rescue
with a patient unconscious and unresponsive in a vessel. What is your first
thought that comes to mind?

Lieutenant/Paramedic,
College Station Fire
Department

C
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onfined Space environments are situations
that can negatively impact lives in just a
matter of seconds. Without proper training
for those personnel tasked with entering the space,
life can be altered forever. Confined Spaces are
deceptively dangerous as a result of all of the
unknown hazards that may be present. On Average for every person that dies in a confined space
accident at least one other would-be rescuer also
perishes. When a person becomes a victim in a
confined space, the rescuers are normally the
co-workers standing outside of the entry area.
These co-workers become the rescuers when they
see a fellow worker become unconscious and
unresponsive. Most of the time they don’t have the
knowledge and skill level to undertake such an
effort but the emotions of the moment take over
and wills them to enter the confined space area in
attempt to rescue the victim. This action is normally
one that turns out to be fatal for the would-be
rescuer. Why does this happen? It is often because
of false beliefs that they can hold their breath long
enough to get the victim out of the confined space
when, in fact, it will take much longer.
OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Standards), NIOSH (The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health) and NFPA (National Fire
Protection Association) are a few sources that provide great information about confined spaces.
OSHA 1926.21 (b)(6)(i) “states that all employees
that are required to enter into a confined or
enclosed spaced shall be instructed as to the
nature of the hazards involved, the necessary precautions to be taken, and in the use of protective
and emergency equipment required. The employer
shall comply with any specific regulations that

apply to work in dangerous or potentially dangerous areas”. Also Confined Space is defined under
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.146 (b) in three main areas. . .
1 Is large enough and so configured that an
employee can bodily enter and perform
assigned work; and
2 Has limited or restricted means for entry or exit
(for example, tanks, vessels, silos, storage bins,
hoppers, vaults, and pits are spaces that may
have limited means of entry.); and
3 Is not designed for continuous employee
occupancy.
NIOSH provides useful information on Case
Reports of Fatal Incidents involving confined space
accidents including rescue workers that where
killed while attempting to rescue victims. NFPA provides lots of great information that can help define
the level of training emergency personnel should
have before conducting confined space rescues.
NFPA 1006 Chapter 9 – Confined Space Rescue
Annex G – Rescue Technician Took Kit
NFPA 1670 Chapter 7 – Confined Space Search
and Rescue
Chapter 6 – Rope Rescue
Chapter 11 – Trench and Excavation
Search and Rescue
Annex I – Confined Space Needs
Analysis Plan
NFPA 472 Chapter 4 – Competencies for the
First Responder Awareness Level
These are just a few sources that can provide
great insight to information and safety for
confined space search and rescue. Having to do
the research from all of these organizations and
build a confined space rescue response team can
be very over whelming.
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Outline
1 Define Confined Space
a. OSHA
i. OSHA 29 CFR 1910.146 (Confined Space
Defined)
ii. OSHA 1926.21 (b)(6)(i) (Employer
Responsibility)
b. NFPA
i. NFPA1670 Standard on Operations and Training
for Technical Search and Rescue Incidents
1. Chapter 7 – Confined Space Search and
Rescue
2. Chapter 6 – Rope Rescue
3. Chapter 11 – Trench and Excavation
Search and Rescue
4. Annex I – Confined Space Needs Analysis
Plan
ii. NFPA 1006 Standard for Rescue Technician
Professional Qualifications
1. Chapter 9 – Confined Space Rescue
2. Annex G – Rescue Technician Tool Kit
iii. NFPA 472
1. Chapter 4 – Competencies for the First
Responder Awareness Level
iv.
c. NIOSH
i. Case Studies of Fatalities including rescue
workers
2 Training
a. Levels
i. Awareness
ii. Operations
iii. Technician
iv. Command (Incident Management System – ICS)
b. Atmosphere Hazards
i. Oxygen
ii. LEL/LFL
iii. Toxic Levels
c. Physical Hazards
i. Entanglement
ii. Access Size
d. PPE
e. Entry
i. Vertical
ii. Elevated
iii. Horizontal
3 Equipment
a. Research
i. Cost
ii. Durability
iii. Maintenance/Service
iv. Available with in the organization
4 Policies
a. Entry Policy
b. Accountability
c. Command (IMS)

When building a team to respond to these
types of emergencies, it simplifies things to divide
it into three areas that will help in the management of this program:
1 Training
2 Equipment
3 Policies
These are the three main areas of focus. Dividing
them up into these areas allows you to take a look
at each area of development and monitor its
progress. This can be a very costly undertaking
that could possibly take a year to become proficient in confined space rescues. One thing that
may provide you with greater success is to have a
few people from different disciplines involved with
the development of this team. A hazmat technician and rope rescue technician can provide some
of the needed knowledge and skills to help in the
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training of the basics for the team. In today’s
world, you see more people becoming crosstrained in different disciplines because of staffing
levels. Generally speaking, usually only large metropolitan departments have enough personnel and
demand to warrant dedicating specific members
to each discipline. Disciplines include areas such as
rescue and hazmat. These areas should be balanced in order to keep your people proficient in
each discipline. Because the same knowledge and
skills are used in different disciplines, it is easier to
do. However, we must always be alert to the fact
that not everyone can do everything proficiently.

Training
Training is the most important area to start with
before you purchase equipment and develop
policies. Training is the part that will provide the
understanding of what equipment you will need
and what policies need to be developed and
implemented before the confined space rescue
team becomes operational. Confined Space has
three levels of training:
1 Awareness
2 Operations
3 Technician.
When training in these three levels you will see
knowledge and skills overlaps between disciplines.
Awareness level for confined spaced emergencies are covered in NFPA 1670, Chapter 7 – Section
7.2 which is very basic training covering topics like
how to recognize a confined space, how to activate
a confined space rescue team, how to do a nonentry retrieval and site control and management. At
this level under NFPA 1670, it refers to covering the
information under NFPA 471, Chapter 4 also covering awareness level training on many topics to
include how to recognize what a hazardous material
is and how to identify it using MSDS (material
safety data sheets), ERG (emergency response
guidebook), NFPA 704 – Standard System for the
identification of the hazards of materials for
emergency response, and shipping papers for
transport (air, highway, rail and water).
Operations level covers every thing in the awareness level, plus NFPA 1670, Chapter 7 – Section 7.3.
It also includes Chapter 6 – Section 6.3 operations
level for rope rescue and Chapter 11 – Section 11.2
awareness level for trench and excavation search
and rescue. The operations level training is where a
team of at least four individuals with this level training can attempt a confined space rescue once they
are all on scene. When a confined space rescuer
with operations level training makes entry, there are
a few critical resources/components that must be in
place. Only two of the four can make entry at a
time. The first two can act as primary rescuers but
the other two must remain outside of the confined
space as back up rescuers. They are backup for the
primary rescuers just in case something should happen and they need to be rescued themselves. Think
of this as the two in, two out rule. The primary
rescuers can only make entry if the victim is visible
from the primary access point without the possibility
of entanglements. The entry area must be large
enough so that entry can be made with ease while
wearing the proper protection equipment. While
doing this type of rescue, they will have to monitor
the atmosphere for oxygen content, flammability
(LEL/LFL), and toxicity in that order. There is an
important reason why you should read the monitor
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Tells A Story.

PBI Fabrics Engineered For The Work You Do.
When it comes to firefighting, reliable protection that stands tough against heat and flame, and
remains service worthy, is what you picture. And, for more than 25 years, in more cities, and in more
departments, PBI Gold®, PBI Matrix® and PBI TriGuard™ fabrics have been doing just that…providing
unmatched protection and performance to more firefighters than any other high performance fabric.
From turnout gear and hoods to inventive USAR gear, these exclusive fabrics take personal protection
to the highest level, combining unmatched flame and thermal protection with unsurpassed strength
and durability. PBI fabrics…picture perfect performance.

9800 Southern Pine Blvd Suite D // Charlotte, NC 28273 USA// T 704-554-3378 // F 704-554-3101
www.pbigold.com // E-mail: walt.lehmann@pbiproducts.com
Galgenbergstrasse 2b / Im Posthof D -93053 Regensburg, Germany
T +49 (0) 941 70 54 370 // F +49 (0) 941 70 54 110 // E-mail: Helmut.Zepf@pbiproducts.com
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Paul Gunnels is
Lieutenant/Paramedic at the
College Station Fire
Department with 20 years in
the Fire Service. He is Adjunct
Rescue Instructor for TEEX
and Texas Task Force 1
(USAR) Squad Officer.
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reading in this order. It is because if the oxygen level
drops below 21% the LEL reading will be incorrect
and misleading. This will also depend on the type of
monitor used. Therefore you should read the
information from the manufacture to see the
parameters. At this level, you might use rope lowering
and raising (haul) systems in the high angle environment, removing victims with patient packaging
devices to get them from the confined space.
Technician level covers all areas in awareness
and operations level plus NFPA 1670, Chapter 8 –
Section 8.4 technician level for vehicle and
machinery search and rescue. This level represents
the highest level of training, experience and competency. The technician level is the level where at
least six individuals trained must be on the scene
of a complex confined space rescue in order to
execute the rescue. Technicians are able to enter
horizontally, vertically or elevated containers. There
are really no parameters for technician level
rescues other than to keep safety first at all times.
During any type of rescue a command system
needs to be in place. The Incident Management
System (IMS) is a system that is planned to be a
systematic development of a complete and command system. IMS is designed to be functional on
incidents involving as little as a single unit response
to those that involve multi-agency. Use of the IMS
increases the safety of all rescue workers on scene
through accountability and provides a way to call for
more resources as needed. This system was
comprised from California FIRESCOPE Incident
Command System (ICS) and Fireground Command
(FGC). The Incident Management System (IMS) is
designed to allow for the flexibility to expand the
organizational chart to provide command and
general staff positions to assist Incident Commander
(IC) when needed. Safety Officer, Information Officer
(PIO), and Liaison Officer are command staff
positions and Operations Section, Planning Section,
Logistics Section, and Finance/Administration
Section are general staff positions in the Incident
Management System (IMS). With the incident
management systems in place, it helps in the
accountability system to track all personnel on scene
and confirm everyone is safe and accounted for.
Training is one of the critical areas that must be
well planned and done on a regular basis in order
for confined space rescuers to become proficient.
Confined space rescues are very complex and utilize
so many other disciplines such as rope rescue,
hazmat, vehicle and machinery search and rescue
which is why it is one of the hardest to keep proficient in. Due to the complexity of this type of
training, it is best to have some of the team members travel to other training programs to see new
technology and learn from others outside of the
regular circle. This helps to keep people interested
and provides a moral boost for the whole team to
be allowed to do this type of training from time
to time. One thing I have learned with all of my
training is that you can learn from anyone if you
are willing and will most likely enjoy it at the same
time. There is no reason to reinvent the wheel
when you can get the information needed from
someone else thru networking. We are all in the
rescue business to make a difference and the time
we take to learn from and teach others is valuable
and provides us all with knowledge we can not
get from just our small circles. We must venture
out to learn out side of our comfort zones.

Equipment
What type of equipment is needed for a confined
space rescue? Well, a good place to start is with
NFPA 1006, Annex G – rescue technician tool kit
that provides a great start to what would be
needed for confined space rescue incidents. When
looking at equipment, you will find it to be expensive and you should look for equipment that has
proven to be effective by others.
There is a chance you might already own some of
the equipment needed for confined space rescues
because other disciplines utilize a lot of the same
equipment. If you find this to be true, with just a
little reorganization of equipment it could be usable
for multi-disciplines. By doing this you can reduce
the overall cost of equipment in the initial purchases.
I personally have bought things that seem to be a
great idea at the time but with in short time have
realized that the money could have gone to a better
cause. This is something we have all probably dealt
with during purchasing new equipment. I would recommend taking a look at what other confined space
rescue teams are using. I have visited some of the
smallest fire departments and found things they are
doing that are great ideas and bring them back to
my department. Other places to visit are training
facilities that teach confined space rescues to see
how they package their equipment. They deploy it
so many times in training they have mastered what
to carry and how to carry it and they also have
devised ways to protect the equipment during such
heavy uses. Life Safety Rope is and example of
equipment that the better it is cared for, the longer it
will last. Equipment is a major investment and it
should be taken care of in order to provide a longer
life. After all, lives depend on it being in service.
Policies
Policies and Standard Operating Procedures are very
important for many rescues because it provides a
way to make sure everyone is on the same page and
has the same information. The areas that should be
focused on are: initial entry into a confined space for
rescue, check list that is completed before entry is
granted for the rescue, accountability of personnel
on scene and Incident Management System (IMS).
These are just a few that would provide some added
safety on scene of this type of emergency.
Conclusion
What was your response to hearing the tone-out
for a confined space rescue? No matter what your
initial thought was, I bet it included safety concerns for the rescue team members responding to
the scene. The most powerful knowledge we must
ascertain is when it is unsafe to enter and then we
must have the discipline not to commit team
members during these situations because our first
duty is in the protection of our team members.
There are many areas that where just not
covered within this article that you will need to
research and train on. As an employer you may
have a responsibility to responded to confined
space emergencies within your jurisdiction and
with this comes a major responsibility to have your
team properly equipped and trained. I would
recommend sending team members out to other
organizations for training or just to visit with them
about their own confined space rescue program.
The more information we gather the more
successful we will be in providing the best service
IFF
to our citizens within our jurisdictions.
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Foam fire fighting systems we’ve got it covered
When quick reactions under extreme stress are
needed, it matters that the tools to deliver are both
unquestionably reliable and specifically designed for
the task. If you fight fire fast with the right combination
of product and delivery system, you can save lives,
critical assets and scarce resources.
Skum brings over 70 years of invaluable expertise to
fire fighting. Backed by a programme of continuous
research and development, Skum has an enviable
reputation at the forefront of fire fighting technology
and is renowned worldwide for its quality and

Typical high risk applications

• Petro-chemical - Oil terminal;
Storage tank protection; Bund protection

• Marine - Tankers; Machinery spaces;
Ferries; Offshore support and
Fire fighting vessels

• Aviation - Hangars; Helidecks;
Crash vehicles

• Industry - Sprinkler
systems; Foam spray deluge
systems; Medium/high
expansion foam systems

™

innovation. Innovations such as Hot Foam systems
for enclosed spaces or the unique FJM corrosion free
monitor.

• Power Generating Plants -

In short, Skum has it covered.

Systems for aircraft hangars

Transformers; Cable tunnels;
Conveyors; Coal bunkers

Systems for high risk sites

HotFoam™ systems for
enclosed areas

Skum 70 years of exceptio nal reliability
For further information, please contact:
Tyco Safety Products,
Le Pooleweg 5, 2314 XT Leiden, Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)71 5419 415 Fax: +31 (0)71 5417 330
E-mail: tspmarketing.emea@tycoint.com
Web: www.skum.com
HotFoam is a trademark of a subsidiary of Tyco Holdings (UK) Ltd.

Copyright © A subsidiary of Tyco Holdings (UK) Ltd.
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Electronic Remote
Controlled
Monitors:
Endless Design Flexibility and Cost Effective
Options Make Them Today’s Standard for
Advanced Fire Protection

By Chris Martin
Regional Export Sales
Manager, Elkhart Brass
Mfg. Co, Inc.
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Industrial fire protection is an ever evolving field that has progressed over the
years to keep up with our ever changing global market. The fixed fire water
monitor has been the foundation for facilities worldwide to provide immediate
control of unexpected incidents.

A

dvances in technology and needs of progressive facilities have helped to drive the
design of monitors to where they are today.
In this process the standard fixed system monitor
has progressed into a high tech electronically control monitor with a seemingly endless list of
options and features. The actions taken after a
catastrophic industrial event may make the difference between containment and escalation. Risking
firefighter safety to control fixed manual monitor,
versus being able to remotely control your monitor
system from a distance is a concern that should
not be taken lightly. Will the firefighter have to be
in a potentially highly explosive environment to be

able to control the monitor? Will he or she be able
to effectively hit the target from his or her vantage
point? Worldwide, the trend is now shifting to
favor electronic remote controlled monitors due to
their enhanced flexibility and reliability in all facets;
safety, design, installation, and operation.
A natural progression has taken place in the
industry to get to the advances that we have
today with electric remote controlled monitor
(ERCM) systems. The traditional fire monitor was a
proven piece of equipment with a strong work history. Its durable all brass construction held up in
the toughest environments, however still required
manpower at the monitor to operate it effectively.
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As technology progressed elevated versions were
fabricated to help direct fire streams at what were
once unreachable targets. Crude, but effective,
cable and chain driven controls were used to operate these monitors remotely. As advances in
hydraulics occurred, these were applied to the
control of monitors. Still the system of choice for
certain high hazard environments today, hydraulics
were able to add vast flexibility to a monitor system allowing for several control stations and monitor configurations. The common component in all
of these systems, however, was still the same style
traditional fire monitor. These older, traditional
style monitors lacked the high flow efficiency of
the monitors that we are used to today. The split
waterway design added turbulence that limited
reach and flow rates to a maximum of 1100 gpm
(4164 lpm).
Advances in monitor design have taken all of
these deficiencies into account and the result is
the modern ERCM system. ERCMs compensate
where past systems have lacked. The base for this
system is an updated monitor design made of high
quality marine-grade brass with improved flow
rates and efficiency for the harshest of environments. Flow rates of up to 2000 gpm (7571 lpm)
can now be achieved with improved reach due to
a larger waterway with a built-in cast shaper vein
to reduce turbulence. Synchronous AC Electric
motors are fully enclosed and sealed in watertight
housings. Building on this monitor the facility can
now tailor an ECRM system based upon individual
needs. Advances in electronics have vastly
improved the flexibility and capability of each system. With an ERCM system, variance in configurations of monitors is immense due to these
advances. Monitors are controlled electronically
and no longer require the use of tedious hydraulic
systems that need a much higher level of maintenance and have a much shorter lifespan. In an
electronic system, wires now replace hydraulic
hoses filled with fluid. This simpler design requires
fewer parts and drastically decreases maintenance
and installation costs. Monitors can be linked
together over much further distances using low
cost communication cable, fiber optics, and local
42

and master control panels can be installed and
linked with greater ease. Not only does this cut
cost on installation and maintenance, but it facilitates system expansion as future growth arises.
As ERCMs grow to become the preferred fire
protection monitor it is important to take a system
approach to specification. Flexibility of the design
is essential due to the individualized needs of each
facility. It is necessary to find a manufacturer that
has the capability to meet your every need and will
work with your facility to satisfy those needs.
Throughout the process, system accountability is
imperative. Adequate accountability will insure
that your project goes in on schedule, within budget and performs as expected.
When getting ready to plan your ERCM systems
there are several considerations you must be ready
to address. First and foremost, the timeline and
budget are going to be two factors that can
restrict the complexity of the system. Details to
consider will be is the system going to be located
in a hazardous (classified) or non-hazardous
(unclassified) area, and are there any special functional requirements that are needed? Examples of
these functional requirements could be a water
valve, pre-programmable oscillation, or pre-programmable event response so that at the push of
a button the ERCM system automatically goes into
response mode. Controls are also important to
keep in mind. Should I consider a wireless radio
frequency control system? How many control stations will I need? How many monitors will each
control station actually control? What is the hazard classification of each of these monitors and
control panel locations? These can all affect how
my system can be configured. These are all questions that need to be considered in the planning
stages. The flexibility of these ERCM systems is so
vast that you, the user, can dictate what you want
and not be limited by the system’s parameters. An
example of this flexibility is shown below in the
layout diagram demonstrating a system that
required a redundancy in the monitor controls. In
this case a local control panel was linked with
other control panels using t-bar electrical connectors. Thus, each control station is able to operate
several monitors or groups of monitors, creating a
built in back up in case one the controls stations is
unmanned or inaccessible after an incident has
occurred.
As technology continues to improve and our
global market needs continue to change, so will
our fire protection needs. Currently advanced electronic remote control monitor systems offer a very
effective solution to your fire protection requirements. ERCMs offer increased safety, flexibility in
design, ease of operation, lower maintenance and
IFF
most importantly, at a reasonable cost.
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Fire
Extinguishing
Monitors
water canons-monitors
on ships

water canons-monitors
on vehicles

industrial
water canons-monitors

For preventive
fire protection and
active fire fighting
with water, foam
and dry powder.
Mobile or fixed,
manual or remote
controlled.

• clothing to international
performance standards
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Uniforms
Limited
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accessories, helmets,
boots, gloves and tools
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solutions for garment
care & maintenance

Königsteiner Straße 58
D-65929 Frankfurt/Main
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Select a Foam Partner,
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The moment you purchase a foam concentrate
from Angus Fire you enter into a partnership with
a company that is dedicated to supporting you.
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• Environmentally responsible technology

Widest Choice, Highest Quality
• Largest foam manufacturer in the world
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foams
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certification
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Multipurpose
Foams For
Hazmat
Response
By Mike Willson
Product Manager,
Angus Fire

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

Fires and spills involving hazardous materials are happening more frequently
than ever before, posing an ever greater threat to employees, communities,
emergency response personnel and the environment. For example, thousands of
road tankers transport flammable liquids every day. But if a tanker rolls over,
leaks, or spills its contents, then it’s up to the local emergency responders to
control the incident. The potential for a violent explosion and a major fire can be
just one spark away.
Polar solvents
mergency responders have to contend with
numerous flammable liquid hazards these
days. Liquid fuels are generally divided into
two very different groups, namely those that are
not water miscible (mainly hydrocarbons such as
crude oil, gasoline, paraffins and aromatics) and
those that mix with water (polar solvents such as
alcohols, ethers, ketones and esters). The distinction is vital because a fire fighting foam blanket is
over 90 percent water.

E

Hydrocarbon fuels have little or no interaction
with the water content of foam and so exert little
foam destroying action. The foam is therefore free
to get on with its job of blanketing the burning
fuel. In contrast, polar solvents are miscible with
water. They are often highly destructive to conventional foam blankets. Some polar solvents are
more aggressive towards foam than others and so
different foam application rates are required (see
table). Special foam concentrates are therefore
needed with built-in resistance to this attack.
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Foam Destroying Action
None
Heptane, Gasoline, Kerosene, Avgas, Benzene, Toluene, Xylene, Naphtha, Cyclohexane, Diesel, Gas
Oil.
Slight
Amyl Acetate, Butyl Acetae, Ethyl Acetate, Methyl Isobutyl Ketone, Di-isobutyl Ketone, Methyl Tertiary
Butyl Ether, Cyclohexanone, Cyclohexanol, Pentanol, Ethane Diol, Ethylene Diamine, Monoethylene
Glycol, Vegetable Turpentine.
Moderate
Acrylonitrile, Acetone, N-Butanol, Iso-Butanol, Tertiary Butyl Alcohol, Methanol, Ethanol, Iso-Propanol,
Industrial Methylated Spirits, Dimethyl Formamide, Ethyl Lactate, Ethylene Glycol Monobutyl Ether,
Diethylamine, Cyclohexylamine, Diethyl Ether, Trimethylchlorosilane,
Severe
Ethylamine, Isopropylamine, Acetic Acid, Propylene Oxide

Early AR foams
For many years Alcohol Resistant (AR) or Multipurpose (MP) foam has been the agent of choice
for dealing with fires and spills involving polar
solvents. With so many hazardous materials around,
what emergency responders need more than anything else is a versatile foam that can be used on a
wide variety of flammable liquids including polar
solvents like alcohols in addition to hydrocarbons.
Such versatility is crucial because fire crews do not
always know which flammable liquids are burning
during an emergency. It can often involve a
cocktail of different hazardous materials.
The first such foams were AR versions of
FluoroProtein foams (AR-FP). Special additives
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resulted in “setting” the foam into an exceptionally
stable semi-solid foam. However, such foams are
no longer permissible under current environmental
regulations. Their rigidity was a also drawback in
fire fighting. Today they have been largely
superseded by more advanced polymer-based
technology.

Polymer-based foams
The next technological breakthrough was the introduction of polymer-based foams. These contained
a water soluble polymer of the polysaccharide type
that came out of solution when brought into
contact with polar solvent flammable liquids. This
led to the formation of a skin-like barrier on the
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surface of the polar solvent that physically separated
it from the destructive polar solvent.
Today, polymer-based Alcohol Resistant (AR) versions of Aqueous Film-Forming Foams (AR-AFFF) and
the more advanced Film-Forming FluoroProtein
(AR-FFFP) foams are used world wide. AR-FFFP is like
having three foams in one. As well as being an
Alcohol Resistant (AR) foam, it is also a Film-Forming
(FF) foam and a FluoroProtein (FP) foam. That is why
it is classified as an Alcohol Resistant Film-Forming
FluroroProtein (AR-FFFP). Its Film-Forming capability
means that it forms a thin aqueous film on
hydrocarbons that races ahead of the foam blanket
to give rapid extinguishment. It is also specially
formulated to protect fire crews by preventing
sudden re-ignition and burnback. Its bubbles
contain a FluoroProtein skeleton that makes the
foam highly resistant to heat, and it is detergent-free
and so does not become contaminated by burning
hydrocarbons or suffer sudden flashbacks.
The earliest polymer-based foams were
described as “3-6” foams. In other words, they
needed to be induced at 3% on hydrocarbons and
6% on the more aggressive polar solvents.

New polymer-free technology
A problem sometimes encountered with polymerbased AR foams, particularly those products at the
lower quality end of the market, is high viscosity.
This means that some of them can be thick and
sticky, which in turn can lead to blockages and
proportioning problems.
Foam concentrates that are suitable for use on
hydrocarbons only such as FFFP and AFFF are
classified as “Newtonian”. In other words, they
display constant viscosity at different shear rates.
However, polymer-based AR foam concentrates
are classified as “Non-Newtonian” since they display different viscosities at different shear rates.
Most Non-Newtonian foams display decreasing
viscosity with increasing shear rate, which is
known as “Pseudoplastic” or “Shear-Thinning”.
Such viscosity complications are not exhibited
by the latest AR foams such as Niagara from
Angus Fire. This is because polymer is not used to
achieve alcohol resistance. Its advanced “polymerfree” formulation works on polar solvents by an
alternative mechanism of effectively giving each
bubble its own chemical suit! The resulting “high
fluidity” foam means that it is easy to pour from
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

FOAM
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drums; it flows freely through pumps, pipe work
and vehicle proportioners; and it provides accurate
proportioning in all weather conditions.

Trouble-free storage
Another advantage of polymer-free foam is
superior storage stability. Some of the more viscous polymer-based AR-AFFF foams have often
demonstrated storage problems in the past. If such
foams are not manufactured properly, then there
is a risk that the polymer will come out of solution
to form a gel when subjected to extremes of
temperature during long-term storage. Most
polymer-based AR-FFFP foams have lower levels of
polymer and so are much more stable in storage.
The latest AR foams do not suffer this problem at
all though because they do not contain any
polymer. They can be relied on to have a shelf-life
of at least ten years, and Angus Niagara is unique
in passing the rigorous UL induction accuracy test
at minus 18°C when many AR-AFFF foams are
frozen solid!
Mike Willson is Product
Manager at Angus Fire
responsible for the global
marketing of the company’s
wide range of foam
concentrates including
Niagara, Tankmaster and
Petroseal. Angus Fire is part
of UTC Fire & Security, which
provides fire safety and
security solutions to more
than one million customers
around the world and is
headquartered in
Connecticut, USA.
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Versatile in application
AR foam must also be suitable for use through a
wide variety of foam-making equipment including
non-aspirating hand-held water nozzles, low
expansion foam branchpipes and monitors, and
medium expansion bund pourers. Modern products are also available in 3-3 and 1-3 grades which
are proving very popular with fire services because
they are so economical.
Low environmental impact
Polymer-free AR-FFFP uses the very latest environmental technology. Its main ingredient is natural
protein that is not ecotoxic and readily biodegradable. It contains none of the chemicals that have

led to environmental problems with other types of
foam such as PFOS, detergent and glycol ethers.
As with any type of modern high performance
foam it contains fluorine compounds. Concerns
about the effects of these key ingredients on the
environment have led some foam manufacturers
to develop Fluorine Free Foam (F3) training

Polymer-free AR-FFFP uses the
very latest environmental
technology. Its main ingredient
is natural protein that is not
ecotoxic and readily
biodegradable.
versions that mimic the physical characteristics of
the operational AR foams. While F3 foams should
not be used operationally at emergencies, they are
ideal for vehicle testing and foam training
exercises.

Technical support
Whichever type of AR foam you use, it is important that they are manufactured to the highest
standards in full compliance with BS EN ISO
9001:2000 and that it should be independently
approved by Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
Regular testing is advisable to ensure that it is still
fit for purpose. This is particularly important for
polymer-based AR-AFFF type foams. Experience
has shown that it is also important to deal with a
foam supplier that has a proven track-record of
delivering urgently needed stocks of foam to
IFF
major incident sites world wide.
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Fire hazards
at offshore
installations
By J. C. Jones
Department of
Engineering
University of Aberdeen
j.c.jones@
eng.abdn.ac.uk

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

It is usually considered that the first offshore oil production was off the Louisiana
coast in 1945. Whilst this date does indeed mark the beginning of the modern
offshore industry, there had been limited offshore activity several decades
before that.

T

he Summerland Oil Field in Santa Barbara
County, California, first yielded oil in 1895.
About forty wells had been drilled on the
beach, and it was observed that the wells closest
to the sea were the most productive. Piers
extending a short distance over the sea were
constructed and sub-sea wells drilled from them.
The area containing those wells was formally
named Summerland Oil Field (Offshore Area). By
the turn of the century there were hundreds of
wells in the ‘Offshore Area’ although management
and co-ordination were poor and by 1920 only a
few were still producing. The term ‘offshore oil
field’ therefore entered the vocabulary of the
industry in 1890s California. Also, it is known that
there were wells in shallow water off Borneo in

the 1930s, where previously worked onshore fields
had been extended offshore as at the Summerland
field.
By these opening years of the 21st Century,
when world requirements of crude oil are about
80 million barrels per day, there is offshore oil and
gas production off many countries including the
US, the UK, Australia, Malaysia, Trinidad and
Tobago, Canada and Indonesia. Often oil and gas
occur together, in which case the gas is known as
associated gas. Gas occurring alone is called
non-associated gas. If non-associated gas is rich in
condensate – heavier hydrocarbons separable from
the gas which can then enter the liquid production
stream – a non-associated gas field might be
referred to as a condensate field.
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Fire hazards
The entire raison d’etre of an offshore production
platform is that is enables hydrocarbons – crude
oil, gas and condensate – to be transferred from a
well under the sea to a terminal onshore. At any
one time therefore a platform will have an enormous inventory of hydrocarbon. Fire hazards are
extreme for the following reasons:
(i) Hydrocarbons are readily ignitable and, once
ignited, release heat very powerfully. The
calorific value of crude oil is about 44 MJ kg-1,
that of natural gas about 25% higher.
(ii) The available space at an offshore platform has
to be used as advantageously as possible, so
large amounts of flammable material are
concentrated over small areas.

(iii) Persons on a platform cannot in the event of
fire simply leave it unaided but have to await
evacuation by lifeboat, ship or helicopter.
The evacuation procedures themselves can be
affected by a fire, especially if the fire is very
productive of smoke.
The business of offshore oil and gas production
is therefore a continual exercise in fire and explosion hazard control and a whole branch of safety
engineering has evolved in response to the needs
of the offshore industry.

Combustion phenomenology expected
at offshore platforms
The table below summarises these.
In the penultimate row of the table the

Type of inventory

Circumstances of leak

Combustion behaviour if there
is ignition and possible
consequences

Natural gas.

Rapid release through an
accidentally created orifice in a
pipe or vessel.

Jet fire.

Natural gas or two-phase
inventory (i.e., crude oil and
natural gas not having been
separated).

Catastrophic release from a failed
vessel.

Fireball.

Natural gas.

Leakage of the order of tonnes,
drift away from the platform and
subsequent ignition.

A flash fire or a vapour cloud
explosion. Overpressure in the
latter but not the former.

Immediately fatal if a human
being is within its flame length.
Possible non-fatal injuries to
persons further away. Possible
structural damage to the platform.
Injuries – fatal and non-fatal –
possible by radiation heat transfer
from the fireball, which
approximates to a black body. An
overpressure if the fireball is at all
confined, possibly causing injuries
to persons and damage to the
platform.

Possible hazard to helicopters
before ignition by effects of the
gas on the density of the
atmosphere and related
buoyancy effects*.
Natural gas.

A confined mixture of natural gas
and air in the composition range 5
to 15% and an ignition source.

An deflagrative explosion
involving an overpressure. An
overpressure of 0.1 bar is
sufficient to cause structural
damage to an installation or major
injuries to persons. Detonation not
expected.
Such an incident at the Rough
field in the North Sea, discussed
under ‘Case studies’.

Crude oil.

Spillage on to a horizontal surface.

A pool fire.
Less powerful than a jet fire, yet
capable of causing fatal injuries to
persons. If two-phase inventory
leaks from an orifice the crude oil
can separate (‘rain out’) and burn
as a pool fire whilst the natural
gas burns as a jet fire as described
in the first row.

*This piece is being written shortly after the helicopter accident in Morecambe Bay close to the gas fields there. There is however
no evidence at all that natural gas leakage was the cause of that.
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distinction between a detonation and a deflagration is reiterated, the latter displaying supersonic
propagation and the former subsonic. It is difficult
to see why a detonation should ever occur as a
consequence of leakage of hydrocarbon at an
offshore platform.

LIFT, MOVE,
RESCUE

Designed-in mitigation measures
Not only are these numerous but the whole basis
of design of offshore installations is dominated by
them because of the extreme and unique hazards
at an offshore platform noted at the beginning of
this article. Fire and explosion prevention begins at
the most fundamental design stage, for example
in selection of pipes of suitable ‘schedule’ for the
pressures of natural gas they will experience. Pipe
work will have emergency shutdown valves at
intervals so that in the event of failure of a pipe
the inventory able to escape is limited. The pipe
itself and the measures taken to limit release in the
event of failure are both subject to reliabilities
expressed in terms of frequencies and probabilities. There are software packages for aggregating
such details for all components of a platform
and incorporating, in quantitative terms, the
effectiveness of emergency response procedures
and evacuation of persons. The path taken
by such a computer program will frequently

There are software packages
for aggregating such
details for all components
of a platform and
incorporating, in quantitative
terms, the effectiveness of
emergency response
procedures and evacuation
of persons.
bifurcate, for example, to continue according to
whether smoke does or does not impact upon
the refuge at which persons assemble to await
evacuation. To enter all of the structural and
configurational details of a particular platform into
such a computer package is an enormous task.
When executed for a particular platform the
programme will predict the probabilities of certain
scenarios, the worst of which is loss of the
platform and the lives of all those on it. This will
be assessed according to ALARP (as low as
reasonably practicable) principles when a judgement is being made as to whether a platform is
safe to operate or not.

Fire fighting offshore
An extinguishing agent which is available in
literally unlimited amounts when there is a fire at
an offshore platform is sea water. It is common for
pumps powered by diesel to be used when sea
water is required for fire fighting at a platform.
Such measures will be taken when there has
been some escalation of an initial fire. Clearly, if
the initial fire itself can be extinguished there will
be prevention of escalation and less crude
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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Paratech’s new Bipod Conversion Kit and Monopod Pulley
Kit are designed for use in various lifting and moving
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methods of extinguishment than deluging with
sea water will be applied. The use of Halon in fire
extinguishment at oil platforms was once common
but these substances are needing to be replaced
because of their effect on the ozone layer.
Consequently the development of ‘Halon substitutes’ is a major area of activity. A reader should
bear in mind that even once such a substitute has
become available its adoption on platforms cannot
take place simply on the volition of the platform
operator; quantitative calculations establishing the
acceptability of the substitute have to be made
with the regulatory authorities being kept in the
loop.

Case studies
Extreme stringency in the formulation and
enforcement of safety measures for offshore
installations has led to there having been
remarkably few fatal accidents. The worst offshore

accident of all time was of course at the Piper
Alpha platform in the North Sea in 1988, when
167 persons lost their lives. The platform was
operated by Occidental whose president Armand
Hammer, by then aged 90, was one of a team of
Occidental management who fielded questions
from the media after the accident. Occidental

Extreme stringency in the
formulation and enforcement
of safety measures for
offshore installations has led to
there having been remarkably
few fatal accidents.
withdrew from North Sea activity after the
accident. There were no deaths or injuries when a
gas explosion occurred at an offshore storage
facility in the southern North Sea in February
2006. This was at the Rough field off the Yorkshire
coast, and the facility was operated by Centrica.
The present author gave an interview on BBC
Radio apropos of the incident.
In the Gulf Coast, one of the world’s major
scenes of offshore activity, there is the additional
hazard of hurricanes. The first recorded hurricane
in the Gulf was in 1527, at which time Spanish
conquistadors were exploring there. The first
hurricane in the Gulf after offshore oil production
began was in early September 1948 when a
hurricane hit Timbalier Bay, Louisiana. Where
hurricane damage results in loss of hydrocarbon
inventory there can of course be knock-on effects
due to fire. Such an incident occurred at New
Orleans LA in 2005, as a result of Hurricane
Katrina. There was explosion at a hydrocarbon
plant close to the Mississippi River pollution of
which resulted. Other hydrocarbon facilities in
New Orleans, including two oil tanks each holding

In the Gulf Coast, one of the
world’s major scenes of
offshore activity, there is
the additional hazard
of hurricanes.

TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY FOR TODAY'S DEMANDS
Imagine your new high-tech industrial apparatus equipped with fully-automatic foam proportioning
while delivering pinpoint accuracy at all flows – at the simple push of a button! Envision a direct-injection
system that provides the choice of plain water or any injection percentage, at each individual outlet.
One that allows more water flow, doesn’t re-circulate foam, and can be calibrated and tested within
hours without consuming costly concentrate. The future is here today – AccuMax!
To learn more, contact Thomas Fahrenbach at +49 (0) 6159 717868

www.foampro.com
www.foampro-europe.de
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a million barrels, were affected by the Hurricane.
‘Rainbows in the water’ on the Mississippi River
were one of the visible signs of the catastrophe
and an atmosphere of acrid smoke pervaded
the city.

Concluding remarks
Some carefully chosen and hopefully helpful,
though inevitably arbitrary, points about fire
hazards at offshore oil and gas platforms have
been made in this article. Further information
abounds on the Web and elsewhere, and it is
intended that this article will have provided a
previously uninitiated reader with the wherewithal
to access such information with reasonable
IFF
confidence.
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Disaster City
Profile
Masters of Disaster
By Kelli Levey

Convincing replicas of catastrophes set the stage at Disaster City, a 52-acre
training ground for urban search and rescue professionals created by The
Texas A&M University System’s Texas Engineering Extension Service, also
known as TEEX.

R

ubble piles carefully constructed to simulate
disaster sites conceal human “patients,” surrounded by collapsible structures mimicking
an entire community’s infrastructure. Emergency
response teams from around the world literally
dig into the grounds for training and technical assistance exercises simulating terrorist acts
or natural disasters ranging from earthquakes
to tornadoes. The hands-on training can be
customized to emulate everything – including
structural collapses, canine searches disaster
medical services and more.
But what sets this program apart is the
extensiveness of its training programs and the
comprehensive experience of its trainers. Disaster
City remains relevant in the ever-evolving post9/11 world because its trainers are continuously
living their lives and learning new lessons out in
the field. When they lead an exercise, they are
drawing from those experiences.
Using emergency responders as trainers makes
the information indispensable, said Bob McKee,
TEEX director of emergency response and rescue
and elite urban search and rescue team Texas Task

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

Force 1, which considers Disaster City its home
base for training. “Because we are in the field, we
are constantly seeking more effective, efficient and
safe ways to do things,” he said. “We use the
term ‘best practices,’ and we’re always looking for
better ways to do things in the field so that lives
will be spared and properties will be saved. Our
goal is doing what we can so that the least
number will be in peril, and that is universal in
what we all do.”
Billy Parker, who works with McKee as TEEX’s
Urban Search and Rescue program director and
was founding member of the Texas Task Force 1
team, calls it a “been there, done that” approach
to training, because TEEX contracts with instructors
from all around the country to be sure every aspect
is covered. “We bring in the best of the best, people who have had experience and continue to have
experience at some of the biggest natural and
manmade disasters from the World Trade Center to
space shuttle Columbia to Hurricanes Katrina and
Rita to the Bonfire collapse [at Texas A&M University in 1999],” Parker said. “When it comes to
effective teaching for emergency responders, you
57
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can’t beat those types of experiences.”
The approach enables the trainers to provide
the most up-to-date information about techniques
and tricks of the trade. The training is almost
purely hands-on, with very few classroom hours.
“There’s not a lot of lecture time because it’s like
riding a bicycle: You can’t do it reading a book,
you have to actually get out there and experience
it,” Parker said.
After responders complete their exercises and
scenarios, they come together for an after-action
report that includes a list of lessons learned – a
valuable tool for their next real-life deployment.
For example, Texas Task Force 1 search managers
developed a chart for tracking search areas and
personnel during the first days of responding to
Hurricane Katrina.
Parker described the facility as “the most
complex and largest in the nation.”
“There may be some that are bigger in the
land, but none are as complete,” he said. “We
could have several task forces running simultaneously for 72-hour training sessions, with a
different scenario every day. We have that capability
and often are close to that capacity.”
The activities also increase retention of the
lessons learned, and help the participants as they
go through recertification or pass the information
on to their teams back home, Parker says.
That information retention is essential to the
program’s success because lives are at stake,
McKee said. “We have the combination of all the
applied opportunities, but then there’s the added
power of constant communication afterward,” he
said. “The difference here is the regular contact,
frequent follow-up questions and continuous
information sharing. For instance, there was a tornado in London last week and as it was hitting I
was getting instant updates on what was going
58

on. When we share ideas it helps us all. You’re not
going to find that constant conversation going on
anywhere else.”
Disaster City’s training grounds are extensive,
from stories-high rubble piles to mock shopping
centers to industrial sites. The buildings include a
strip mall, an office building, an industrial complex, an assembly hall/theater, a single-family
home and train derailments. Some exercises at the
three rubble piles involve running the canine
teams through drills or requiring the rescue
workers to lift up to 13,000 pounds of rubble with
only rudimentary hand tools – the type common
on construction sites.
At the technical skills training area, teams work
to shore interior and exterior walls, lift and move
objects or to breach and break through concrete
or steel walls. Other stations emphasize crane
operations and trench rescue techniques.
Another area accommodates exercises on
chemical and freight train derailments, with
plumbing systems that can replicate hazardous
materials leaks. A passenger train derailment
project features rail cars placed in a realistic
configuration.
“We try to expose them as much as possible to
‘real world’ conditions,” Parker said. “These
exercises are really built to keep the skills of Texas
Task Force 1 honed, but those skills are universal
to all rescue workers, so we also offer the sites as
training grounds for others. They come from
around the world to go through these programs.
It’s as close as you can get to the real thing.”
The connection between TEEX and the United
Kingdom dates back to 2003, when TEEX was
selected to develop and provide a modified version
of its structural collapse course at Disaster City.
More than 700 search and rescue specialists from
throughout the UK have since trained at Disaster
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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City. And in July 2005, fresh from responding to
the London subway bombing, London Fire Brigade
Commissioner Ken Knight said during a press
conference that aired on CNN that he attributed
his agency’s preparedness to the training received
at Texas A&M and Disaster City. Members of the
London Fire Brigade had spent two weeks at
Disaster City for the 80-hour course, which
included hands-on training sessions in heavy
rescue, structural collapse, structural engineering
systems and technical search.
“We had taken the view that it was when
rather than if and had a high level of training in
place,” Knight told CNN. “A number of our
firefighters trained at Texas A&M for terrorist . . .
anti-terrorist activities…and building collapse. We
had taken new equipment and prepared ourselves
sadly for this day, and this day was the reality of
that training. Firefighters throughout London
came through it well.”
TEEX uses a “train the trainer” approach, so
those who are certified in certain areas can pass
the information along.
Brian Locke, director of operational preparedness and resilience with Mercyside Fire Department
in Liverpool, said recently – during his fourth visit
to Disaster City – that it continues to evolve as a
valuable tool for emergency responders.
“You can replicate some of the training modules, and we stolen a lot of those ideas and built
them in the UK, but the interchange of ideas
between individuals that occurs here, you can’t
replicate that at all,” Locke said. “You don’t get
that anywhere else in the world, to be trained by
people who have actually been in the field. When
you’re learning in that environment it is so much
more relevant and up-to-date. It’s a somewhat
sterile environment back home, but when you’ve
got someone beside you who has actually been on
these disaster sites and they say, ‘We tried this and
it worked,’ or ‘That didn’t work,’ it is very
valuable.”
Initial talks have been held to share UK and
TEEX instructors, and for both to visit on the sites
of disasters as they are unfolding. “We’re hoping
to sign a reciprocal agreement for some people
who have been through the training to do shortterm exchange visits to assist with training and
instruction, and for us to observe alongside TEEX
teams on urban search and rescue and swift-water
live exercises,” Locke said. “It’s an excellent opportunity. It’s sad that people have to be in distress or
lose their lives for us to learn these lessons but
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unfortunately, you can’t stage every possible
scenario. These opportunities – thankfully – are few
and far between, and when they do come you
have to learn what you can from them. This would
allow that to happen almost instantaneously.”
Three state-of-the-art classroom and office
buildings were recently added inside Disaster City,
along with restroom and shower facilities for
students.
The nearby 14,000-square-foot Emergency
Operations Training Center, which is currently
being expanded, is outfitted with computerized
training simulation stations. Video and audio feeds
allow for active responses to the other areas of
Disaster City, while providing active and virtual
simulations. There is also adequate space for an
urban search and rescue Incident Management
Team to set up a functional command post.
Under construction at Disaster City is a replica
of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in
Oklahoma City, Okla., the site of one of the country’s deadliest domestic terrorist incidents until the
World Trade Center attacks on Sept. 11, 2001.
That April 19, 1995, explosion, dubbed The
Oklahoma City bombing, killed 168 people and
injured more than 800 others. More than 12,000
rescuers worked the scene, and the lessons they
learned there and at other disasters – ranging
from the Sept. 11 attacks to Hurricane Katrina –
continue to be passed on through TEEX.
The Oklahoma City bombing prompted the idea
of Disaster City when Dr. G Kemble Bennett, then
director of TEEX and now vice chancellor of engineering for the A&M System, posed the question
in 1996 of how Texans would respond if it
happened in their state. From that question came
one of the world’s most extensive, realistic training
programs for first responders.
Bennett’s initial question led to the federal
funding to start urban search and rescue training,
and by 1998 Texas Task Force 1 had been established as a statewide urban search and rescue
team. Also in 1998, TEEX was designated by the
U.S. Congress as home for the National Emergency Response & Rescue Training Center, with
Disaster City opening in 2000.
Texas Task Force 1, which is now one of 28
national teams under FEMA, has more than 300
59
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members from 60 organizations throughout Texas.
Members include highly trained firefighters,
medical specialists, canines and handlers, heavy
equipment operators and structural engineers.
Human rescue crews aren’t the only ones who
receive training at the facility. Disaster City’s rubble
piles also provide realistic grounds for training and
evaluating canine crews with FEMA. The dogs sniff
out survivors beneath the rubble, and their human
handlers help locate the patients with listening
devices and careful exploration. Currently, the
scene only accommodates searches of live victims,
but Parker said future plans could provide exercises
for canine cadaver searches.
In addition to search and rescue programs, TEEX
offers courses on homeland security, public works
and safety and health, as well as fire training at
the world-renowned Brayton Fire Training Field
adjacent to Disaster City. The Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks increased awareness of the need for training on weapons of mass destruction and terrorism
response, and TEEX currently offers more than 20
classes on those areas.
Many of the TEEX courses are offered through
open enrollment, and companies and departments
can always seek a contract for specialized training.
Program organizers work to keep it as affordable
as possible, and some participants receive assistance through state or federal funding.
“We can do everything from just accepting a
registration to a turnkey operation, where we
book the flights and the hotels and arrange for
transportation and meals,” Parker said. “We’re a
full-service organization, and we really do focus on
customer service. Our best advertising is our
students telling others about it, passing on the
information they receive and of course coming back
for additional training. We want them happy.”
Participants in the training program work in
60

hot, dusty, enclosed spaces to get them
accustomed to the conditions they would find at a
building collapse. On most of the shoring exercises, they can only use wood because pneumatic
tools aren’t always readily available in real-world
incidents, Parker said. They usually use the tools
most common on their own jobs, and sometimes
they are reduced to using the most rudimentary
tools.
“It’s how the pyramids were built, with inclined
planes and wedges and pry bars,” Parker said. “It
is probably the least favorite exercise out here, but
most of the people who have gone through say
they feel the most prepared from it.”
McKee said TEEX is in the “learning curve and
assessment curve” phase of adding robots to the
training field. “This is new technology in an area
that is intriguing to us and could prove to be
very valuable,” he said. “It’s just a matter of
making sure the available equipment meets our
requirements.”
To continue that research, Disaster City has
hosted trials of the latest models from private businesses and government entities. Some can “see”
victims from an aerial view above the field and
some can sense radiation or hazardous materials.
Others can scale sides of buildings or lift many
times their own weight, such as a car. Then there
are “throw-bots,” which can be thrown into
wreckage, allowing humans to keep a safe
distance. Parker describes their maneuvers of
scurrying around the grounds as “like rats.”
“Our environment is so dynamic no robot can
do all of them, but it’s great to see what’s out
there so we can build that aspect into the program,” Parker said. “We’re adapting off-the-shelf
technology to suit our needs. It’s exciting to see
that part of the program unfold. We’re always
changing and updating things around here.” IFF
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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This is part 1, part 2 will follow in the May edition of International Fire Fighter.
Here the author looks at international training standards for ARFF and in part 1
looks at standards in the USA. Part 2 will cover other countries’ standards.

W

hen the alarm sounds and aircraft rescue
fire fighters (ARFF) are called to duty,
they must use the skills they have learned
through experience and training to save lives and
to protect property. Because the aviation industry
is well regulated, it is a relatively rare occurrence
when ARFF equipment is called into action on an
actual aircraft accident involving a commercial
airliner.
It is most likely that an airport firefighter will
work an entire career without having to respond to
a large frame aircraft accident resulting in a hull
loss or significant loss of life, also known as a masscasualty incident. It is just as likely that flight crews

operating a large frame commercial aircraft will not
be involved in a similar scenario. It is for this reason
that airport fire fighters rely on initial and recurrent
training to prepare them for a wide spectrum of
aircraft emergencies should one occur.
Today’s standards used by airport fire departments worldwide for airport fire fighter training
have many similarities yet differ substantially. This
paper will examine initial and recurrent training
conducted by various states contracted to the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
Standards and Recommended Practices. These
states/countries are listed in the Supplement to
Annex 14, Volume 1,Third Edition.
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The International Standard
The international standard most widely accepted for ARFF is written in
the ICAO International
Standards and Recommended Practices Aerodromes – Annex 14 to the
Convention on International Civil Aviation-Volume 1 Aerodrome Design
and Operations. ICAO Standards and Recommended Practices for the ICAO Council first adopted
Aerodromes on 29 May 1951 pursuant to the provisions of Article 37 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation held in Chicago in 1944. The
Amendments to Annex 14 Standards and Recommended Practices for ARFF services were established 9 March, 30 July, and 15 November of
1990. The latest Amendment to Annex 14
(Amendment 4) became applicable on 1 November 2001.
Many states/countries have contracted with
ICAO to implement the Standards and Recommended Practices of Annex 14. Where there are
differences, they have been identified in the latest
Supplement to Annex 14. Many states/countries
have given reasons for not being able to comply
with these international standards. According to
the latest Supplement to Annex 14, no
states/countries of the 190 that are contracted to
ICAO have indicated that they were not in compliance with ICAO ARFF training standards and/or
recommended practices.
This is good. This indicates that fundamentally,
there are no worldwide disagreements or regulations that prohibit the implementation of ICAO
Standards and Recommended Practices for ARFF
training.
Annex 14 ARFF Training Information
When we look at the current information for Standards and Recommended Practices identified in
Annex 14, we see that the information for ARFF
training is very limited.
Section 9.2.34 of Annex 14 states that
All rescue and fire fighting personnel shall be
properly trained to perform their duties in an
efficient manner and shall participate in live
fire drills commensurate with the types of aircraft and type of fire fighting equipment in
use at their aerodrome, including pressurefed fuel fires.
Note 1. – Guidance to assist the appropriate authority in providing proper training
is given in Attachment A, Section 16 of
this volume of Annex 14; Airport Services
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Manual, Part 1; and Training Manual, Part
E-2.
Note 2. – Fires associated with fuel discharged under very high pressure from a
ruptured fuel tank are known as “pressure-fed fuel fires.
Attachment A, Section 16.2 of Annex 14 states
that
The training curriculum should include initial
and recurrent instruction in at least the
following areas:
a) Airport familiarization;
b) Aircraft familiarization;
c) Rescue and fire fighting personnel
safety;
d) Emergency communications systems
on the aerodrome, including aircraft
related alarms;
e) Use of the fire hoses, nozzles, turrets
and other appliances required for compliance with Chapter 9, 9.2;
f) Application of the types of extinguishing agents required for compliance
with Chapter 9, 9.2;
g) Emergency aircraft evacuation assistance;
h) Fire fighting operations;
i) Adaptation and use of structural rescue
and fire fighting equipment for aircraft
rescue and fire fighting;
j) Dangerous goods;
k) Familiarization with fire fighter’s duties
under the aerodrome emergency plan;
l) Protective clothing and respiratory
protection.
Note – Attachment A does not specify frequency
or competency requirements.

ICAO Airport Services Manual – Part1
Training Information
In ICAO Airport Services Manual Part 1 Rescue and
Fire Fighting Third Edition – 1990, Doc 9137AN/898 Part 1 (Amended 14 November of 1995)
Chapter 14 elaborates on the information
regarding training found in Annex 14.
In this chapter ICAO has detailed many areas
for ARFF training that are significant for an efficient and safe response to an aircraft accident.
Note – ICAO has identified course instruction for
airport fire fighter as ICAO course 111. This
course of instruction is available in many countries.
However the course curriculum and syllabi vary
immensely as well as costs. For example here is
ICAO course 111 information shown by state/
country.
(http://www.icao.org/anb/peltrg/td/rslten.cfm)

State/Country

School

Course Duration/Tuition

United Kingdom

International Fire Training

6 weeks/$10,784 U.S.

Indonesia

Indonesia Civil Aviation Institute

8 weeks/$2,400 U.S.

Netherlands

Netherlands Institute for Fire
Service and Disaster Management

Course customized!

United States

Aviation Emergency Response
Group

40 Hours/$500 U.S.

Other ICAO Courses include

112 – Airport Fire Officer (Junior)
113 – Airport Fire Officer (Senior)
119 – Other
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NFPA Standards
The National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA), founded in
1896, has written and published
standards also known as NFPA
Codes. This organization was
instrumental in developing life
safety fire codes in the U.S.A.
soon after a fire in a nightclub in
1941 (Coconut Grove) occurred that killed 492
people. Various NFPA committees write NFPA codes
and standards for ARFF. The international committees of professionals are selected by the NFPA
Standards Council with regard to the individuals’
knowledge, experience and expertise in aviation
fire fighting. Today the NFPA’s comprehensive
Codes and Standards are widely accepted in the
United States and are becoming more popular on
an international basis as well. The Federal, State,
Municipal or private authority having jurisdiction
(AHJ) must adopt NFPA Codes. Many ARFF departments have adopted NFPA Standards for training.
The NFPA Standards used for ARFF training include:
● NFPA 405 – Recommended Practice for the
Recurring Proficiency Training of Aircraft Rescue
and Fire-Fighting Services-1999 Edition
This NFPA document has recently been upgraded
to a standard that provides detailed information
on ARFF recurrency training. NFPA 405 could be
used to supplement existing ICAO Annex 14
Attachment A recommendations.
● NFPA 1003 – Standard for Airport Fire Fighter
Professional Qualifications-2000 Edition.
This NFPA Standard details initial ARFF training
requirements.
Only recently, the NFPA has been able to add a
staffing level requirement to the appendix of one
of its documents NFPA 403-Standard for Aircraft
Rescue and Fire-Fighting Services at Airports-2003.
Typically, airport management will only provide the
minimum requirements required by ICAO standards and recommendations or aviation authority
regulations. Staffing plays an integral role in training and ARFF response. Many of the larger airports
in the country recognize this need and attempt to
staff ARFF equipment at higher levels that are not
based solely on federal ARFF equipment index
requirements.
International Fire Service Training
Association (IFSTA)
The International Fire Service
Training Association (IFSTA)
was established in 1934. It
is an entity of Oklahoma
State University in the
United States of America. IFSTA is a non-profit
organization dedicated to upgrading firefighting
techniques and safety through training. They have
produced fire service texts providing essential curriculum for ARFF training. One of the most current
publications, Aircraft Rescue and Fire FightingFourth Edition (ISBN 0-87939-192-8) published by
Fire Protection Publications, is a comprehensive text
used by many progressive departments worldwide
as an essential training reference for ARFF.

Different States, Different
Training Standards
Although ICAO has gone to great lengths to
provide a basic international standard that is
66

comprehensive enough to provide vital information for ARFF training, many states/countries/cities
have deviated from these standards one way or
another. Some ARFF departments have included all
of the ICAO Standards and Recommended Practices as a minimum part of their overall training
program while others have omitted these
Standards and Recommended Practices to suit
their departmental training agendas. Some
states/countries (authorities having jurisdictionAHJ) have adopted all or in part, NFPA Codes. Lets
take a look at some of the differences in ARFF
training standards in different states/countries.

United States of America
In the United States of
America,
the
authority
having jurisdiction (AHJ)
over all of the certificated
airports (airports that fly
scheduled flights with aircraft that have more than
30 seats) where on- airport ARFF protection is
required, is the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA). The FAA has adopted the ARFF training
recommendations of ICAO found in Annex 14,
Attachment A, Section 16.2 (See Above) in Federal
Air Regulation (FAR) 139.319.
All certificated airports use this FAR for minimum ARFF training requirements. Many airports
have supplemented this training requirement using
NFPA 405 as a standard for recurrent training.
Some departments use NFPA 1003 for an initial
ARFF training standard. There seems to be what I
will call a “Cafeteria” effect that is prevalent in the
U.S. ARFF departments will pick and choose
different standards, like assorted food items at a
cafeteria, to suit their needs using FAR 139.319 as
a minimum standard. IFSTA ARFF standards are
commonly referred to for training. The FAA only
cares to check that the federal regulation FAR
139.319 is in compliance.
Regarding training fires for ARFF in the U.S., it
must be noted that most of the ARFF crews are
now training at propane training facilities to
complete an annual FAR 139.319 requirement for
live training fires. There is much controversy as to
the quality of training received at these facilities.
The FAA certifies some of them while others they
do not. The intensity and quality of training varies
widely between facilities. The cost for this training
is also a factor. While propane has proven to be a
more economical and environmentally efficient
fuel to produce a useful ARFF training environment, it is not a good substitute to simulate
hydrocarbons in the hostile environment encountered at an actual aircraft accident. Many of
today’s ARFF crews that train only with propane
will not be familiar with how hydrocarbons behave
when burning at an aircraft accident. The BTUs
released as heat is lessened while smoke generation is significantly decreased. Practical training
of foam application is compromised. This lack of
training with hydrocarbons may compromise
firefighter safety and effectiveness from improper
agent application. Propane training neither satisfies the requirements of ICAO Annex 14, Chapter
9, 9.2.34 regarding extinguishment of a pressurized fuel tank fire, nor NFPA 1003 Section 3-3.4
for initial fire training with hydrocarbons.
FAR 139.319 is vague in the respect that it does
not indicate standard levels of competency,
INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER
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training frequency, duration of training and
training curriculum. It does not mandate a recordkeeping format for ARFF training. FAR 139.319
only mirrors the basic categories of training found
in ICAO Annex 14, Attachment A. The U.S. FAR
does add an additional requirement for a single
person trained in basic emergency medical care to
be on duty during flight operations. Many individual
states in the U.S. have established certification
criteria for airport fire fighters.
Certificated airports in the U.S. are also required
to demonstrate their ability to comply with the
FAR required Airport Certification Manual by conducting an annual ARFF response and a triennial
exercise that tests the airport’s ARFF response and
Airport Emergency Plan (AEP).
The FAA has recently distributed a three-CD set
for computer based training to certificated airport
fire departments. The CD set covers all of the
required training mandated in FAR 139.319 and
much more. The FAA has set has a precedent by

using computer technology to elaborate on
standards established in
FAR 139.
A U.S. Aviation Regulatory Affairs Committee
(ARAC) has been formed
in the U.S. to try and work
with the FAA in updating
the existing FAR 139 to more comprehensive
training and operational standards. To date the
committee has been ineffective in getting the FAA
to make any changes for ARFF training. The
current problem seems to be that the FAA has
difficulty passing any new regulations that would
be economically acceptable for all certificated
airports. This enables the current U.S. regulation to
be mostly in conformance with ICAO standards,
and economically flexible enough for the smallest
of certificated airports (Index A) to be in
IFF
compliance with the FAR.

ICAO Attachment A
▲

a.) Airport Familiarization;

U.S. FAR 139.319
(2)(i.)

▲ ▲ ▲

(ii.)

e.) Use of fire hoases, nozzles, turrets and other
appliances required for compliance with
Chapter 9, 9.2;

▲

(v.)

f.) Application of extinguishing agents;

▲ ▲ ▲ ▲

(vi.)

▲ ▲

(x.) Aircraft cargo hazards

b.) Aircraft familiarization;
c.) Rescue & fire fighting personnel safety;
d.) Emergency communication systems on the
aerodrome including aircraft fire related alarm;

g.) Emergency evacuation;
h.) Fire fighting operations;
i.) Adaptation and use of structural rescue and
fire fighting equipment for aircraft rescue fire
fighting;
j.) Dangerous goods;
k.) Familiarization with fire fighters’ duties under
the Aerodrome Emergency Plan; and

(iv.)

(vii.)
(viii.)
(ix.)

(xi.)

▲

l.) Protective clothing.

(iii.)

Deleted

(3) All rescue and firefighting personnel
participate in at least one live-fire drill every
12 months.
(4) After January 1, 1989, at least one of the
required personnel on duty during air carrier
operations has been trained and is current in
basic emergency medical care. (40 Hrs.)
Standards for other countries will follow in the
May edition of International Fire Fighter.
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Devon Fire & Rescue
Service Breathing
apparatus training
in Colombia
In 1998 the current CFO of Devon Fire & Rescue Service Paul Young intercepted
a call for help that was posted in an International magazine by a concerned
ex-pat living in Colombia in South America. He had witnessed a fatal domestic
fire in the country and being used to the UK’s high standards of emergency
response was puzzled as to why the tragedy had taken place.

A

fter initial communication with the gentleman and subsequently the Colombian Fire
Service it was agreed to send an officer
from Devon to carry out a ‘scoping’ visit to establish what assistance could be given.
As a result of his investigations it transpired that
a lack of cross border co-operation, command and
control and training were the main causes.
The Colombian disaster response organization
(CREPAD) that is responsible for the co-ordination
of the emergency services, including the Red
Cross, Civil Defence, Ambulance service and Fire
Service, agreed that there were a number of
improvements that could be made and asked for
our continued assistance.
Soon after this initial visit the region of Colombia concerned suffered a devastating earthquake

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTER

that decimated much of the infrastructure and
importantly from our point of view the existing
Fire Stations and many first line (although ageing)
fire appliances.
As a result a large quantity of material aid was
accessed from a number of sources in the UK and
subsequently sent to the Country including surplus
fire kit, fire appliances, Land-Rovers and trailer
pumps and latterly a Green Goddess appliance
particularly suited to rural, mountainous areas,
donated by central government.
There followed a number of visits to Colombia
over a five-year period to provide training and
expertise, including familiarization training with
the UK pumps and equipment, the training of
general fire-fighting instructors and the provision
of fire investigation and arson prevention training.
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In addition, after long and patient negotiation
with the Ministries concerned, assistance with the
structure and set up of a new Fire Inspectorate
was achieved.
During 2003 a large number of surplus MOD
breathing apparatus sets were accessed by Devon
and then donated to the region of Caldas with the
intention of distribution of the sets to stations in
the area with little or no BA capability. The intention was then to provide basic BA training prior to
the sets being put ‘on the run’.
This process was initially delayed but finally took
place recently during September 2006 when two
Devon Fire Officers travelled to the City of Manizales in the region of Caldas.
Former Station Officer Peter Sandel (currently a
consultant Fire Investigation Officer) and Leading
Fire-Fighter Paul Furler (an operational Crew Commander and Fire Behaviour Instructor) had both
delivered training in Colombia on a number of
occasions and had retained communications with
colleagues at the “National System for the Prevention of Disasters” in Colombia. They had both
received a number of requests to assist with training since the last visit to the country in 2003 and
when funding became available from
the National System they agreed to
make the journey.
Manizales is situated in the West of
Colombia in the mountainous Cordillera
Occidental. At 2,150m above sea level
it is in the shadow of the only active
Volcano, Nevado del Ruiz, in the Northern Andes Mountains. It is a vibrant city
of 300,000 people with a wide variety
of buildings from the traditional timber/
bamboo construction to modern ‘highrise’ apartment blocks and is in a period
of rapid development.
The city has 3 fire stations, 2 being
manned by full time firefighters and the
other by volunteers. The design of the
appliances and equipment as you
would expect is heavily influenced by
the Country’s proximity to the USA and
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it was interesting to witness first hand that with
the consistency of the climate the two man cabs,
with everyone else ‘hanging on’ around the appliance, are in many ways practical and well suited to
the country, (although I am not sure what our
European H&S legislators would make of them!)
Fire fighters from all over Colombia took part in
the 3 breathing apparatus and fire behaviour
courses and 3 Fire Investigation and Arson Prevention seminars during this latest visit.
Our Colombian colleagues were keen that the
course content followed UK safety standards with
regard to the BA training, with which they have
been highly impressed in all aspects of our training
over the years. Prior to our visit, there were no BA
control procedures in place to ensure the safety of
personnel in an area of risk in Colombia.
We were also interested to find that BA is not
worn on many occasions operationally that we
would consider essential in the UK. This is the case
for a variety of reasons, not least of which being
the lack of resources and a culture of fighting the
fire from outside the building. We were also interested to learn that many of the very experienced
officers who attended at Manizales had not
received any structured initial or continuation
training with breathing apparatus in their careers.
In the light of this it was no surprise that we experienced hesitancy at first, particularly during the
practical element of the training. This was on all
occasions replaced very quickly with the usual
Colombian enthusiasm and willingness to learn
that we have become used to, once the safety
aspect of the procedure was fully understood.
The city currently has no training facility and so
the first two courses were held at a local catholic
seminary on the outskirts of the City and the last
at the main Manizales station in the heart of the
City, both venues had excellent lecture facilities.
The practical training took place in the buildings
concerned and in fresh air using obscuration
masks and/or cold smoke and although this was
an effective way to instill the necessary ‘safe person concept’ with regard to the wearing of BA, it
was recognized by our colleagues that they are in
desperate need of a training facility, and ideally
one to carry out realistic hot fire training.
The 5 day breathing apparatus courses were
designed to follow a basic initial BA wearer format
with technical input in the lecture room being
delivered with the able assistance of two rare
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English-speaking Fire-fighters acting as interpreters.
After set familiarization and initial confidence
building exercises to demonstrate that the ‘Siebe’
sets, although short duration, basic and far from
state of the art, would deliver well in excess of the
demands of all the fire fighters that were trained.
Working duration tables were created for the sets
and eventually all aspects of the procedure, including ‘rapid deployment’, stage 1, stage 2 and main
control were demonstrated and practiced with
guide lines being used as a good training aid to
keep control of the large number of wearers being
trained at any one time.
A number of case studies were used to highlight the need for all firefighters to understand the
theory of fire behaviour and to recognize the signs
and symptoms of potential Backdrafts and
Flashovers. A practical demonstration under controlled conditions being impractical, video footage
of practical training at Devon’s Breathing Appara-
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tus and Fire behaviour centre at Exeter Airport was
used as illustration, although it was possible to
demonstrate and practice the requisite branch
techniques, door entry and Search and rescue
techniques practically.
This final day of the course concluded with a
search and rescue, scenario based exercise to
incorporate all aspects of the course in cold
smoke in the accommodation block of Manizales
station 2.
The result of the visit is that following consultation with the CREPAD coordinator and the area
Fire Officers a Colombian version of our BA procedure will be implemented in Caldas in the very
near future.
As the construction of buildings continues more
and more to resemble those of Europe it is recognized that compartment fire fighting will increasingly be more of an issue in the Country, with the
inevitable consequence of potential backdrafts
and flashovers.
The Colombian Fire Service is
particularly keen to introduce continuation fire behaviour training,
to include hot fire training. To further facilitate this two Colombian
Instructors will travel to Devon
during May 2007 to view Devon’s
BA & fire behaviour-training unit
at Exeter first hand.
Ultimately the Colombian Fire
Service, with Devon’s help, would
like to provide their own BA & Fire
behaviour centre in Manizales,
Caldas to deliver quality training,
based on the Swedish Fire Service
(Raddnings-Verket) model to their
fire-fighters, and then to cascade
similar ‘center’s of excellence’
IFF
across the country.
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